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DESIGNER CANADIAN BRIDAL COLLECTION

TM

FEATURING OUR EXCLUSIVE CANADIAN DIAMONDS

by

Richard  Calder

Lasered insignia and Signature 
Canadian diamond inside ring

World renowned diamond expert Richard Calder founded 
Charm Diamond Centres over 40 years ago.  Richard has 
spent his life searching and creating the world’s best bridal 

experience, he has brought this hand selected signature 
collection to life. 

It takes more than a name to produce an incredible 
diamond collection. Design integrity comes from years of 
understanding diamonds and gold, combining passion 
with design for  rings that will last a lifetime.  As a proud 
Canadian, Richard has also led the way in Canadian 

to the world.  Now at the forefront of the industry, he is 

which the centre diamonds are all hand-selected Canadian 
diamonds, a unique characteristic for a designer collection. 
Richard has also added an elegant signature touch for the 

Stunning gift packaging is 
included with every 

Charmed designer piece



View the whole collection: charmdiamonds.com

Available Exclusively at all

you the ultimate Canadian Diamond bridal piece. All Canadian 

ETERNAL BLISS
Is to be Charmed by Love

Appraising Diamonds to the Highest
of International Standards

DESIGNER BRIDAL COLLECTION

Exclusively at

Halo with one row of pink diamonds

www.charmdiamonds.com


Renew Life products are available wherever natural health 
products are sold. To find a store near you, visit renewlife.ca!

Free of what you don’t want 
and full of what you do want!

 20 grams of highly bioavailable protein

 Formulated with optimal digestion in mind

Tastes great and mixes well!

www.renewlife.ca


PB & C Energy BallsThese tasty high protein little balls of goodness 
contain no added sugar, lots of good fats and high Ingredients• 2 cups of natural peanut butter • 2 scoops of FitSMART Vegan Chocolate Delight Shake 

• 2 very ripe bananas
• Unsweetened coconut to roll balls (optional)Directions

themelon baller or your hands create small balls about 

Anti-Ox Shake

Dark berries are not only low in sugar 

fresh and add a nice frostiness to 

Ingredients

• 1 scoop of FitSMART Vegan 

   Pomegranate Berry Shake

• 1 cup of cold water

Directions

Blend together all ingredients until 

or you can substitute a ½ cup of 

unsweetened almond milk for a 

½ cup of water for a creamier 

Try FitSMART Vegan shakes in these quick, 



www.hugonaturals.com


ascentahealth.com

NEW

Introducing
Chocolate Omega-3.
Good for you. Great in shakes.

3 easy steps:

Make your favourite 
protein shake or 
smoothie.

Stir in a teaspoon of 
NutraSea Chocolate 
Omega-3.

Enjoy!

www.ascentahealth.com
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We want to hear your inspirational story.  
Tell us your transformation story for a chance to be featured in OptiMYz.  

Email transformations@optimyz.ca or visit www.OptiMYz.com

You set a goal.
You worked hard.
You transformed.

Karen, Vancouver BC Elisha, London ONLori, London, ON
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WE all want to transform ourselves. 
It doesn’t matter if you just won 
Ms. Olympia or want to lose 80 

lbs. Both are the same. We always want to 
improve, no matter who we are or where we 
are on the scale.

The difference is some of us can be 
more consistent and determined than others. 
Individuals who keep on their path and don’t 
quit keep moving toward their goals. The oth-
ers just quit over time. 

We have been programmed to quit. We 
are quitting machines. 

When we do something that is hard 
physically or mentally we are immediately 
rewarded for not doing it anymore by our 
mind and body.

Think about it: You go for a run and its 
starts to get hard and you quit. Well, you start 
to feel better immediately. Sure there’s a “runner 
high” and feeling good while you work out, but 
that doesn’t come all the time or for everyone.

So what do we do? We quit. We never 
achieve the transformation we wanted for 
ourselves. 

But we can achieve our goals. This issue 
showcases some women who have done this 
the real way, which is hard. There aren’t any 
easy paths to success.

It doesn’t matter where you are or who 
you are. It takes work, tenacity, discipline and 
drive. There will be pain along the way.

One day you will feel great moving 
towards your goal and another day you may 
feel like crap. Sometimes you feel that you 
have slipped backward and question why 
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Our path to transformation 
is not linear

MAX BRENNAN
PUBLISHER

Go digital
For the optimyz digital experience, download the app
OPTIMYZ.COM/DIGITAL

you are even doing it. Can’t there be a better 
way—an easier path? But we need to test our-
selves. It’s part of our DNA!

We need to keep in mind that shaping 
and training our lives for the better is not a 
linear path of stairs leading to the top, but 
instead a maze of steps riddled with dead 
ends, back tracks and feelings of being lost.

The power is realizing this. If we expect 
pitfalls and bad days, we can put it all in 
perspective. As long as we keep moving, fight-
ing and driving to become our best we will 
achieve our transformation.

You can do it. You can. I believe in you. 
You are reading this, aren’t you? You are vest-
ed in being your best. You are OptiMYz. Z

from the publisher

ON THE COVER: THERESA LOPETRONE, OPTIMUM 
NUTRITION-SPONSORED ATHLETE, ESCAPES THE 
GYM TO THE OUTDOORS.
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On the negative side, stress has a ten-
dency to push us towards terse, shallow 
breaths using only our chests. This means 
that someone who has shallow breathing 
may be taking 10 to 20 breaths a minute. 
When we are relaxed, this number is usu-
ally between five and eight. 

Stressed individuals also tend to 
hold their breath at intervals. The body 
attempts to make up for this oxygen 
deficit and its attempts can be seen 
when we sigh or yawn. Yawning isn’t 
always a sign of fatigue. Inefficient 
breathing patterns can also lead a per-
son to feel tired all the time, as the vital 
organs and cells throughout the body 
are not getting the oxygen they need. 

All of these issues can lead to another 
bad habit—mouth breathing. The body 

takes in excess oxygen by this method. 
Besides dry mouth and bad breath, the 
release of too much carbon-dioxide too 
quickly leads to feelings of tiredness. This 
can cause palpitations and lead to hyper-
ventilation over time. 

Conclusion: Take a few moments 
each day to reassess your breathing 
technique. Sit back and relax, practice 
taking notice of your breathing and feel 
where it is coming from. Breathe slowly 
and deeply, ensuring all your respiratory 
muscles are involved in the process and 
that you breathe from your diaphragm 
rather than your chest. Breathe in and 
out through your nose, deepen your 
breathing, prolong your exhalation a 
few seconds and pause between each 
breath. Z SOURCE: HEALTHISTA.COM

HEALTH NUTRITION FITNESS LIFE MIND 

• •• • • • • • •• • • • •• • •• • •

optimyz.com poll
What form of meditation 
would you like to try, or which 
do you already practice?

 » Screaming Meditation. . . . . . 4%

 » Chanting Meditation . . . . . . . 7%

 » Guided Meditation . . . . . . .22%

 » Breathing Meditation . . . . .30%

 » Walking Meditation . . . . . . .37%

Current online poll
What’s your favourite theme  
in OptiMYz?

 » Workouts and fitness tips

 » Recipes and food information

 »  First Look and other short pieces

 » Inspiration and psychology

 » Other

First look

VOTE NOW AT OPTIMYZ.COM

Remember to breathe

“A fit, healthy body—

that is the best fashion 

statement.”

JESS C. SCOTT
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M IT is far more than simply the movement of the chest and the 
lungs beneath them that makes for good breathing technique. The 

muscles in the abdomen and in the back, as well as the diaphragm, 
are all considered respiratory muscles. Not breathing correctly 
means we are not making effective use of our lungs, and the rest of 
our respiratory muscles attempt to overcompensate. Slumped shoul-
ders and a tense neck and back are only some of the problems that 
can be associated with poor breathing habits. 

Magical chocolate
THE miraculous properties of chocolate are endless. Latest 

example: Japanese researchers have found that this sen-
suous indulgence can help prevent tooth decay.

In the Archives of Oral Biology, they published their find-
ings about the antibacterial qualities of the cocoa bean. The 
husk of the cocoa bean has been found to have high concen-
trations of compounds to prevent bacteria from producing 
the substance that allows them to stick to teeth and form 
plaque. Z SOURCE: THEGUARDIAN.COM
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 Don’t fall  
 for your own  

 excuses 

AS much as it may stress you out just to 
think about exercising, once you actually 

start working out, you’ll experience less stress 
in every part of your life. “Exercise produces 
a relaxation response that serves as a positive 
distraction,” says Cedric Bryant, chief exercise 
physiologist for the American Council on 
Exercise. He says it also helps elevate your 
mood and keep depression at bay.

You’re not the only person who will bene-
fit from more happiness and less stress in your 
life. According to certified trainer David 
Atkinson, when you’re less stressed, you’re less 
irritable—and that could improve relationships 
with your partner, kids and co-workers. Z

SOURCE: WEBMD.COM

Out with sit-ups, bring on the plank!
SIT-UPS have been falling out of favour as the go-to workout for strengthening the core 

muscles that produce that impressive abdomen and are essential for the balance we 
utilize in our day-to-day lives. The reason is that sit-ups are hard on the curved spine as it 
presses against the hard floor. In addition, they only target a few muscles and primarily work 
the hip-flexors, the muscles that run from the thighs to the vertebrae in the lower back. When 
these are too tight, they exert pressure on the lower spine and can cause lower back pain. 

The plank, on the other hand, targets a larger array of core muscles and is a subtle 
way to strengthen those core muscles that aren’t as immediately visible. The core goes far 
beyond merely the abdominal muscles.

A strong core is essential for many daily activities, from sports to entertainment and rec-
reation. We use our core to balance us when all we’re doing is standing. The plank is versatile 
and can be done just about anywhere without the use of fancy exercise equipment. Our daily 
activities require the vast array of our muscles to work together; focusing on more than 
merely a few encourages a well-balanced body. Z SOURCE: HEALTH.HARVARD.EDU

Metabolism: Make your 

WHEN beginning any sort of weight-loss regime, it’s important to take 
into consideration your metabolism, that is, the amount of calories 

your body burns while at rest. It is common for a person’s metabolism to 
vary throughout the day, but there are some factors that are directly impli-
cated in its functioning. To become more energy efficient:

LASER
ACUPUNCTURE
LASER therapy brings acupuncture 

into the 21st century, where low-
intensity lasers are used in place of 
traditional needles. Acupuncture is an 
ancient form of treatment for health 
complaints that relies on the external 
stimulation of specific energy points 
across the body. Used to treat over 
160 health conditions across the 
globe, the therapy is meant to 
facilitate the healing process and is 
always to be used in conjunction 
with diagnosis and treatment from 
registered medical professionals. Z

SOURCE: IMAGINELASERWORKS.COM

 Choose complex carbs  Simple carbs, like 
those found in sodas, doughnuts, white bread 
and crackers, cause insulin to rise, which pro-
vokes sugar to be stored as fat.

 Improve muscle mass  More muscle means 
more calories are burned while at rest, which 
is given as the reason men usually have a 
higher metabolism than women. 

 When is just as important as how much 
Keep your metabolism revved and primed by 
eating healthy well-balanced meals and plenty 
of snacks in between. Skipping meals through-
out the day and binging at night can sabotage 
your efforts and destabilize blood sugar levels. 

 Eat more protein  It has been observed in 
clinical research that more calories are burned 
on a diet of excess caloric intake when that 
diet is high in protein, compared to a low-
protein diet. 

 Take care of other health conditions  In 
particular, troubles with the thyroid can lead 
to drastic weight gain or weight loss depend-
ing on whether it’s underactive or overactive. 

 Get enough sun  One study has found a 
correlation between vitamin D deficiency and 
obesity. Making sure you get enough may also 
benefit your overall health, including bone 
health. Z SOURCE: EVERYDAYHEALTH.COM
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Release  
Your Inner 

Strength
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Ask a pharmacist
BY HEATHER LANGILLE B.SC. PHARM, CGP

How do I tell if I have hypertension  
and what can I do about it? 

HIGH blood pressure (hypertension) 
does not commonly present noticeable 

symptoms, despite a common myth citing 
headaches as the telltale indicator. A true 
diagnosis is made with three or more isolated 
readings taken by a health care professional. 
Each visit’s reading is calculated by averaging 
two to three blood pressure measurements.

To ensure accurate results:

Avoid food, caffeine, tobacco and alcohol for 
at least 30 minutes before testing.

Sit with both feet planted on the ground, legs 
uncrossed, and rest for five minutes before 
beginning the test.

of high blood pressure means they will be 
prescribed pills, but in the absence of high 
risk factors or organ damage, most health 
care professionals recommend lifestyle 
changes first. 

Adopting an exercise regimen of 30-60 
minutes of medium intensity exercise at least 
three times a week can result in a blood pres-
sure drop of up to 10 points. 

Reducing salt intake by 1800 mg/day and 
decreasing alcohol consumption can also help 
control blood pressure. Weight loss may also 
be a factor. 

Following the DASH (Dietary Approach to 
Stop Hypertension) diet—a meal plan high in 
fruit, vegetables and fibre, and low in fats and 
sodium—can have the most significant impact 
with a drop of 11.4/5.5 points. 

Talk to your pharmacist or doctor for 
more information on what you can do to 
achieve a healthy blood pressure. Z

Heather is a practising pharmacist in Toronto 

with a pharmacy degree from Dalhousie 

University in Halifax, NS.

Do not speak while taking measurement.

Use a bare arm in the blood pressure cuff.

Wait one to three minutes between 
measurements.

Your results are a combination of two 
numbers. The top number (systolic) indicates 
the blood pressure when the heart is contract-
ing. The lower number (diastolic) represents 
the blood pressure when the heart is at rest. 
Ideal blood pressure is less than 120/80, pre-
hypertension is indicated at 120–139/80–89, 
and high blood pressure typically measures 
above 140/90.

Many people assume that a diagnosis 

Just thinking about 
a jelly doughnut 
can make you fat!

ECHINACEA  
FOR THE RELIEF OF 

FLU SYMPTOMS

AN Echinacea-based formula has been 

found as effective as standard treat-

ment in the early onset of flu symptoms 

according to a recent study published 

online in the open access journal Current 
Therapeutic Research. In the Czech 

Republic, patients from primary care 

units were treated with the Echinaforce 

Hotdrink or the neuraminidase inhibitor 

oseltamivir, otherwise known as Tamiflu®. 

In each case there was about a 50% 

recovery rate after five days.

Notably, adverse side effects such as 

nausea and vomiting were significantly 

reduced with the Echinacea treatment 

compared to the Tamiflu® treatment. In 

addition, the Echinaforce Hotdrink is 

available over the counter. Its availability 

increases the chance of early treatment, 

a critical component of recovery. Z

SOURCE: CURRENTTHERAPEUTICS.COM

IT sounds like a myth based on some of the expressions people 

use when they are struggling with their weight and their rela-

tionship with food, but the idea may have some merit afterall.

As we stare through a glass window at an array of sweets, we 

imagine, visualize and we anticipate. The body prepares itself for 

the consumption of that pastry. The brain is capable of stimulat-

ing insulin production this way. Insulin serves two main functions 

in the body—regulating blood sugar and storing food as fat. But 

the insulin has no food with which to serve its primary purpose, 

and so reverts to its second.

So, yes, it is possible to gain weight just by looking at a piece 

of cake. It’s not just about the food itself, but the attitude we 

hold towards it that’s most important. This seems to be yet anoth-

er example of how self-denial only serves as sabotage—far better 

to reconsider our relationship with food than to torture ourselves 

with forbidden temptation. Z SOURCE: GREENMEDINFO.COM 
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Because with this many miles to go, 
       you need to have the right fuel.
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 4  Ditch the electronics: Our devices and 
electronics help us communicate for work and 
leisure, yet are hindrances when it comes to 
reducing stress. Being constantly inundated by 
emails, text messages and social media can make 
separating yourself from your phone quite diffi-
cult, but remind yourself that this constant flow 
of information could be what's standing 
between you and stress reduction. Though it may 
sound impossible at first, try to go on a hike or 
run without music. Switch your concentration to 
your activity and take in the noises around you, 
the pace of your breath and your thoughts. Put 
away your phone during your lunch break and 
read a book or people-watch instead. If this all 
sounds too difficult, make an effort to turn off 
distractions just once a week, then work your 
way up to more. Z

Julie T. Chen, MD, is an integrative medicine 

physician with her own practice in San Jose, CA. 

Check out her website at makinghealthyez.com.

Often we don’t realize that one of the 
best ways to de-stress is right outside our 
front door: Spending time in nature is not 
only beneficial for your health, but also prov-
en to help reduce stress and anxiety. Being 
outdoors, especially if it includes exercise, can 
even help improve your diet and your sleep.

Best of all, it’s always accessible. Even 
if you live in an urban area it is possible to 
carve out time in your daily schedule to sim-
ply go outside and take a breath of fresh air. 
Implement these tips into your daily schedule 
to get yourself in the habit of going outside 
into nature to relax, reduce distractions and 
reduce stress.

 1  Do things you’d normally do 
inside—outdoors: If you’re in the habit of 
eating lunch at your desk while you work or 
going to the gym for a run, switch up your 
routine and take advantage of nature around 
you. Take a stroll to the nearest park near your 
work to enjoy your lunch. Not only will nature 
give you a calming break from the demands of 
work, it may even give you an added boost of 
energy throughout the day. Plus, it is a great 
way to get some exercise and much-needed 
vitamin D from the sun. Move your workout 
to the park or even to your neighborhood. 
Many gyms offer outdoor alternatives when 
the weather cooperates, such as outdoor yoga 
and group runs in parks. 

 2  Go for a walk, not a coffee: If you’re 
looking for an afternoon pick-me-up, look 

Tell stress to take a hike
Spending time in nature is one of the best ways to  

recharge body and soul. 

BY DR. JULIE T. CHEN

past the vending machines or your nearest 
coffee shop. Although coffee or snacks may 
seem like the right choice when you are slow-
ing down mid-workday, they won’t give you 
the rush of  exercise and fresh air. We often 
choose sugary drinks or snacks that end up 
bogging us down. Instead, try taking a power 
walk around the neighborhood or the building 
you work in, or take the stairs to your office 
to increase circulation and heart rate. Getting 
fresh air can clear your mind and allow you to 
sharpen your focus. Listen to your favourite 
music on your stroll to pump you full of good 
tunes and energy. 

 3  Meditate in nature: Meditation 
can be one of the most effective forms of 
therapy for stress and anxiety. Meditating in 
nature can be even more rewarding, as natural 
sounds and landscapes lend themselves well 
to relaxation and peacefulness. If you’re new 
to meditation, try not to feel intimidated. 
Meditation can be as simple as sitting quietly 
in one place and taking slow, gentle breaths. 
Shift your focus from your responsibilities, 
your workload and any other stresses and 
concentrate your energy on what is directly 
around you instead. Take evenly paced breaths 
and try to maintain this focus for as long as 
you can. Don't feel discouraged if you can 
only keep your concentration for a minute or 
two. Take a second to regroup and try again. 
Simply concentrating on your breath and 
nature will ease stress from your mind.
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THERE’S no question that many of us feel stress from time to time, 
whether it’s from hectic work schedules or the hustle and bustle of 
daily life. Stress brings on a number of ugly side effects such as poor 

diet, restlessness, anxiety and lack of good quality sleep. I often remind 
patients at my integrative medical clinic that feeling stress is normal, but it 
should always be balanced by plenty of leisurely or relaxing activities. 

DR. JULIE



www.sierrasil.com
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PSYCHOLOGY

Staying 
on track 

EVERYTHING in life starts with goals. To get somewhere, first we 
have to know where we are going. Then we need a roadmap to get 
there. But none of this will work without motivation.

Having developed programs for thousands 
of people I know that the most difficult aspect 
of active living and healthy eating is to pro-
vide continuous motivation. Not surprisingly, 
many client sessions involve sharing strategies 
for the achievement of these goals.

It is important to start with the first step, 
which is to identify a goal. Then develop your 
plan to achieve it. Then stick with it. This 
includes making adjustments as you go.

People often become frustrated when 
they are unable to stay focused. With exer-
cise and health goals, our initial excitement 
and drive often falls victim to procrastina-
tion. “I'll start my exercise/diet on Monday” 

is a common statement when referring to a 
lifestyle change.

No plan is perfect. And no matter what 
the plan, motivation is key to sticking with it. 
Generally, when we think of motivation we 
consider it the stimulus, inspiration or the car-
rot. It's been described as the drive, ambition 
or initiative to achieve a desired goal.

The science of psychology has identified 
three critical elements that support motivation: 

1 Autonomy 
With goals for weight loss or athletics, external 
forces may compel you to begin, but 
most people gain motivation when 

Success in achieving your 

health and fitness goals 

requires setting the right 

goals in the first place, 

then designing a realistic 

roadmap to get there. The 

key to it all is motivation. 

A bit of theory and some 

simple strategies will take 

you a long way.

BY PAT WALLACE
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PSYCHOLOGY

staying on track
they feel in charge. When evaluating students, 
athletes and employees, researchers have found 
that the perception of autonomy predicts the 
energy with which individuals pursue a goal.

In 2006, experiments were designed to 
evaluate the effects of feeling controlled versus 
self directed. The subjects who were given the 
opportunity to select a course of action based 
on their own opinions (being coached) persisted 
longer in an activity than subjects who were 
given no choice or pressured to select one 
activity over another. The psychologists posited 
that acting under duress is taxing, whereas pur-
suing a task you endorse is energizing.

2 Value 
Motivation also stays high when you stay true 
to your beliefs and values. An activity of value 
to you can restore your sense of autonomy. 
Researchers noted that several studies have 
found a positive correlation between valuing 
a particular goal and willingness to continue 
independently.

Therefore, the goals you choose must 
be your goals instead of what someone else 

thinks you should aim for. Reflecting on why 
an activity or goal is meaningful could make 
you more invested in it.

3 Competence 
As you spend more time on your chosen 
exercise or sport, your skills improve and you 
gain a sense of competence. A strong link has 
been identified between an individual's sense 
of prowess and their desire to pursue it. The 
connection works in both directions. Practice 
made them more likely to consider themselves 
competent and a sense of competence strong-
ly predicted that they would stay active.

A sense of competence comes from rec-
ognizing the basis of accomplishment. Many 
studies show that those who credit innate tal-
ent rather than hard work give up more easily 
when facing a new challenge because they 
assume it exceeds their ability.

The next time you struggle to lace up 
your running shoes, ask yourself what is miss-
ing. Often the answer lies in one of these 
three areas: Feeling forced, finding the activity 
pointless or doubting your capabilities.

Keep it simple

Stimulus control is an important 
motivational strategy that makes 
it easier to stick to your goals. 
It refers to manipulating the 
stimuli or environment to trig-
ger the desired outcome. These 
simple prompts will help you to 
stay active and eat healthy:

1 Keep workout clothes, socks 
and shoes ready for early 

morning workouts.

2 Keep a gym bag in the car with 
all necessary workout items.

3 Post signs on cupboards and 
refrigerator listing foods you 

should choose.

4 Make a grocery list and stick 
to it.

5 Join a group or club that 
engages in physical activity 

together.

6 Hire a fitness professional 
certified by an accredited 

agency. For a list, go to 
patthecoachandfitnesspro.
wordpress.com.

Back on track 
THE hardest part of sticking with exercise 

in particular is getting yourself motivated 
to start in the first place. As fall takes over 
and the weather becomes cooler, here is some 
information you can use to get back into an 
exercise routine and a healthy eating plan.

Surround yourself with like-minded 
individuals
Research suggests that when you exercise 
around higher performers than yourself, you 
tend to work out more intensely. Unfortunately, 
the opposite happens when high performers 
team up with lower performers. Previous top 
performers developed a habit of “social loafing.”

Research also shows that you don't even 
need to have others physically present to get 
motivation from their support. Partnering with 
virtual exercisers who performed slightly bet-
ter and distance coaching inspired individuals 
to have substantial increases in both motiva-
tion and performance.

Shift attention to increase motivation
Most people have an easier time starting 
toward a goal than sticking with it until it is 

ther is body shaming. I have yet to see goals 
attained with either of these strategies.

A potential client once met with me to 
determine her goals and how I could help her 
to achieve them. When I asked about her long-
term goals, she told me her husband threatened 
to leave her if she didn't drop 72 pounds by the 
end of the month. I was speechless. I'd heard 
some unrealistic expectations and goals, but 
never one of this magnitude. She began to cry 
when I tried gently to explain why this would 
be impossible for anyone. 

Surprisingly, even serious health events 
don't always inspire people to maintain 
healthier lifestyles. Throughout my personal 
training career I have met with individuals 
who had undergone a potential life-ending 
medical event. More than 70% of these clients 
didn't continue with their healthier active life-
style beyond my involvement, despite having 
been told by their doctor of the risk of recur-
ring health crises and even death.

reached. There are proven ways to help you 
stay focused.

When tracking your progress toward a 
goal, either focus on how much you've done 
or how much you have left to do. We are most 
motivated when we focus on the smaller of 
the two, which shifts as we go forward.

Make it fun 
Have you ever noticed that time really does 
seem to fly when you're having fun? The fun 
factor can be an essential part of getting 
motivated. However, not all positive feelings 
associated with doing something are created 
equal where motivation is concerned.

In order to get the biggest motivation 
rush, you need to raise your excitement 
about the specific activity. This is called 
“approach motivation.” This kind of enthusi-
asm can even change your perception of time 
as the feeling of excitement pushes conflict-
ing thoughts to the side.

Forget penalties
Negative reinforcement isn't an effective 
technique to motivate people to comply; nei-
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Chemical soup

In part, motivation relies on the 
role of the neurotransmitter 
dopamine. Those more motivated 
to work hard tend to experience a 
greater release of dopamine in the 
ventral striatum and ventrome-
dial prefrontal cortex. Those less 
motivated to work have higher 
dopamine in their anterior insular 
region, which controls emotion 
and risk perception. The level of 
motivation is dependent not only 
on certain regions of the brain 
functioning well, but also on hav-
ing dopamine released in those 
regions as well.

Manage your will-power
Science has revealed that there is a strong 
possibility that some people may be hard 
wired for motivation. Scientists believe that 
there may be a general motivation center in 
the brain located in the ventral striatum. This 
area controls motivation for both physical and 
mental tasks, and is activated at different lev-
els depending on how motivated a person is to 
complete a task. 

Clients will often say, "If only I had more 
willpower…" We all know it takes effort to 
change our lifestyle, exercise regularly and 
improve our eating habits. Psychologists who 
study will-power refer to it as self-regulation 
or self-control. 

For most people, trying to change too 
many behaviours at the same time may result 
in failure to achieve any positive outcomes. 
The key is to address one behaviour change at 
a time. Psychologists believe that self-control 
is a limited resource. While some of us may 
have more than others, no-one has a limitless 
supply. The more we can minimize the amount 
of self-control needed to maintain our healthy 
habits, the more successful they will be. 

To eat healthier, clean up your eating 
environment at home by eliminating foods 
you are trying to avoid. That way you will 
not have to exert self-control to avoid eating 
foods sitting in plain sight.

Coping with stress requires a certain level 
of self-control. This helps explain why it is more 
difficult to change a habit when under a lot 
of stress. Your emotional energy that would 
otherwise be used to exert self-control in a 
particular situation gets used up when you are 
dealing with stress. Begin a lifestyle change 
when stress is lower rather than during a high-
er-stress period like starting a new job.

Self-control appears to be renewed 
daily. It is highest in the mornings, and then 
gradually diminishes as the day goes on. 
This explains why people who exercise in the 
morning tend to be the most successful in 
sticking with their plans. It also explains why 
those modifying their diet are more able to 
follow their plans in the early part of the day, 
but often get derailed in the late afternoon 
and evening.

Contrary to popular belief, many overweight 
people actually have a great deal of self-control, 
though they do not think so. Failure to lose 
weight is often attributed to a failure of will-
power rather than the fact that their diets were 
impossible to follow, or that their goals were 
totally unrealistic in the first place. 

Ask, don’t tell
Research indicates that those who ask them-
selves to perform a task generally do better 
than those who tell themselves to do it. Your 
inner voice influences motivation. It is surpris-
ing how much difference a subtle change in 
phrasing can make.

Asking rather than telling or demanding 
yourself significantly raises levels of intrinsic 
motivation, which comes from a desire for 
personal fulfillment. Extrinsic motivation 
comes from an external source in the form of 
praise and support from family or friends. For 
many people, asking creates less stress and 
more optimism about completing a task.

Create a supportive environment
Recent research indicates you'll be far more 
motivated when you are supported by your 
loved ones than when you're made to feel as 
if your value hinges on accomplishing a goal. 
These findings emphasize the importance of 
having a caring support team to help you 
develop your own intrinsic motivation to 
accomplish a task. 

While the “tough love” tactic might 
work with some people, a far more effective 
strategy is to employ gentler forms of encour-
agement. As a health coach, my role is to 
guide and assist my clients to design lifestyle 
modification strategies that require realistic 
levels of self-control.

Part of my role is to educate my clients 
to better understand that developing posi-
tive behaviours becomes easier as they work 

to make them into lifelong habits. 
Develop a supportive circle of influence to 

encourage you toward your chosen goals. Goal 
attainment is much like the flight path of an 
airplane. It is never straight from point A to 
point B, but adjusted to work around the 
obstacles encountered along the way. Having 
strategies to help you alter the plan increases 
the probability of success. Z

Pat Wallace has worked in the fitness and 

health industry for 34 years and currently is a 

certified Health Coach, Exercise Therapist and 

Bodybuilding and Figure Competition Prep Coach 

at Maritime Physiotherapy.

For most people, trying 
to change too many 
behaviours at the same 
time may result in failure 
to achieve any positive 
outcomes. The key is to 
address one behaviour 
change at a time.
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Here are some useful breathing techniques 
for training:

Strength training
People are often tempted to hold their breath 
when training with weights. However, doing 
this can cause an increase in blood pressure 
as strength training can be very demanding. 
Exhale as you lift the weight towards you, and 
inhale as you put the weight back down.

Cardio workouts
To maximize your cardio workouts, you need 
to learn how to control your breathing pat-
terns. Poor technique means your body won’t 
get the oxygen it needs, which in turn results 
in fatigue and stops you from achieving the 
results you want. Train yourself to adopt deep, 
controlled breaths. I have found that keeping 
with a cadence of 2-2 (2 steps breathing in, 2 
steps breathing out) is most effective. Adjust 
the cadence according to your speed and 
focus on your breath and the steps. 

Abdominal exercises
When it comes to abdominal exercises, proper 
breathing can make a huge difference in the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the exercise. 

Are there different 
breathing techniques for 
different workouts?

Breath of life
The right breathing techniques will make your workout.  

The wrong ones will slow down your progress—and can  

even potentially harm your health.

BY NICHELLE LAUS

BREATHING often gets overlooked 
when we exercise. As a former com-
petitive amateur boxer and kick 

boxer, I know the importance of proper 
breathing techniques. Without it, boxers can 
easily get fatigued, which in turn can lead 
to injury. 

I teach and incorporate proper breathing 
techniques into all aspects of my training—
it is essential for so many reasons. Proper 
breathing increases your performance and 
endurance and keeps you safe during your 
workouts by decreasing the workload on your 
heart. Oxygen gets absorbed and transported 
through your blood cells when you inhale, and 
toxins such as carbon dioxide are removed 
when you exhale.

Common mistakes with breathing while 
exercising include holding your breath, 
breathing too deep or too shallow, breathing 
too fast or too slow, and inhaling and exhaling 
at the wrong times. 

ask the trainer

Correct breathing will engage your core 
muscles and prevent injury. Exhale while con-
tracting, and inhale when you lower yourself 
back to the floor. 

Stretching 
For stretching, breathe in deeply through your 
nose and out through your mouth. Each time 
you exhale, allow your body to fall deeper into 
the stretch to improve flexibility. 

Proper breathing techniques are useful for 
exercise, but can also benefit many other areas 
of your life such as childbirth, stress manage-
ment and meditation. Correct breathing can help 
increase your energy, relieve pain and improve 
your focus, alertness and blood circulation. 

With all these benefits, you’ll not only be 
healthier, less stressed and more relaxed, but 
you’ll be able to perform better both mentally 
and physically! 

Have a question? Let me know and your 
question may appear in a future issue of 
OptiMYz! Z

Nichelle Laus is the owner of Optimum 

Training Centre (otctoronto.com) in Toronto, 

Ontario. A fitness and cover model, figure and 

bikini competitor, competition preparation 

and transformation coach for Team Laus 

(nichellelaus.com), she is a certified personal 

trainer, and kickboxing and kettlebell instructor. 

She is also a motivational speaker and proud 

mom of four boys under the age of eight. She 

loves to teach and inspire others that you can 

do anything if you want it bad enough.

HAVE A QUESTION? 

» facebook.com/nichellelausfitness
» instagram.com/nichellelaus
» twitter.com/nichellelaus
» nichellelaus.com
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Reveal your best bod with this 

high-intensity  circuit.

BY NICHELLE LAUS, TRANSFORMATION COACH 

AND THERESA LOPETRONE, OPTIMUM NUTRITION 

SPONSORED ATHLETE

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVE LAUS

HAIR AND MAKEUP BY LORI FABRIZIO, TWO CHICKS & SOME LIPSTICK

WITH the New Year right around the corner, 
it’s perfect timing to start thinking about 
your resolution of taking charge of your 

health, body and life.

For growth and improvement, our bodies are always in need of 
variety. A great way to achieve this is to switch up exercise repetition 
ranges. This full bodyweight circuit workout is designed to help build 
lean muscle and connective strength tissue with its high repetition 
exercises. By stimulating all your muscle fibres in a full body circuit, 
you will burn fat, as well as maximize your gym time. 

Perform these bodyweight exercises anywhere and anytime with 
minimal or zero equipment. Depending on your fitness level and which 
variation you use, they can be used for strength work (by using a more 
challenging variation for fewer reps) or as accessory exercises (by per-
forming variations for higher reps).

SPONSORED BY

DREAM ACHIEVER

#winning
GROWING up, Theresa Lopetrone wanted to be an athlete but 

lacked the motivation to make physical activity a habit; her 
passion for food was stronger than her health and fitness goals. 

In her last year of university, she used food as a stress-reliever and 
gained almost 40 lbs.

After graduating, she began to implement healthy eating habits 
and daily exercise and in 2011, took the plunge into the fitness indus-
try, hired a coach, joined a team and competed in her first physique 
show—and won. This personal accomplishment proved to her that she 
could achieve any dream her heart desires. She is now an Optimum 
Nutrition sponsored athlete.

V I S I T  T H E R E SA  O N L I N E  AT:

» Facebook: Theresa Jenn Lopetrone Health & Fitness
» Instagram: @theresajennhealthandfitness
» Twitter: @theresajenn
» Website: theresajennlopetrone.org

Training schedule 
Cycle through each exercise, one after the other with 

minimal rest, aiming for 15 to 20 reps of each exercise. 

Once you have completed the whole circuit once, rest for 

60 to 90 seconds (depending on your fitness level), then 

start again from the top. 

Repeat for up to three rounds.
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Mountain climbers 
Focus: Core

A Place hands on bench, slightly wider than 
shoulder width. On balls of the feet, raise one 
leg forward bent under body and keep the 
other leg back. 

B While holding upper body in place, alternate 
leg positions by pushing hips up while imme-
diately extending forward leg back and pulling 
rear leg forward under body, landing on both 
forefeet simultaneously.

 TIP INTENSITY CAN BE INCREASED OR DECREASED BY 
STEPPING FASTER OR SLOWER. 

Incline push-ups
Focus: Lower chest

A Stand facing bench or sturdy elevated platform. Place hands on the edge, slightly wider than 
shoulder width. Position balls of the feet back from bench or platform with arms and body 
straight. Arms should be perpendicular to body. 

B While keeping your body straight, lower chest to edge of box or platform by bending arms. 
Push body up until arms are extended. Repeat for desired amount of reps.

cover: bodyweight circuit
WORKOUT 1

A

A

B
B
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Decline pushups
Focus: Upper chest

A Kneel on the floor with the bench or elevation behind you. Position 
your hands on the floor slightly wider than shoulder width, and place 
feet on bench or elevation. 

B Raise body in plank position with body straight and arms extended.
While keeping your body straight, lower your upper body to floor 
by bending arms. Push body up until arms are extended. Repeat for 
desired amount of reps. 

 TIP TO ALLOW FOR FULL DESCENT, PULL HEAD BACK SLIGHTLY WITHOUT 
ARCHING BACK.

Tricep dips 
Focus: Triceps 

A Position your hands shoulder-width apart 
on a secured bench or stable chair. Slide your 
rear off the front of the bench with your legs 
extended out in front of you. Straighten your 
arms, keeping a little bend in your elbows. 

B Slowly bend your elbows to lower your body 
toward the floor until your elbows are at about 
a 90-degree angle. Be sure to keep your back 
close to the bench.

C Once you reach the bottom of the move-
ment, press down into the bench to straighten 
your elbows, returning to the starting position. 
Keep your shoulders down as you lower and 
raise your body back to the starting position. 
Repeat for desired amount of repetitions. 

 TIP YOU CAN BEND YOUR LEGS TO MODIFY THIS 
EXERCISE.

A

A

B

B
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One-legged squat
Focus: Quads

A Stand with feet shoulder width apart. Balance on one leg with oppo-
site leg extended forward as high as possible.

B While keeping your back straight, and the supporting knee and foot 
pointed in the same direction, squat down as far as possible while keep-
ing your leg elevated off of floor.

C Raise body back up to origi-
nal position until knee and hip 
of supporting leg is straight. 
Repeat and continue with oppo-
site leg.

 TIP DUE TO THE DIFFICULTY OF 
THIS EXERCISE, EASIER VERSIONS 
OF THIS MOVEMENT CAN BE DONE 
INSTEAD, SUCH AS PARTIAL REPS, 
ASSISTANCE ON A HORIZONTAL BAR, 
OR OTHER SQUATTING OR SPLIT SQUAT 
MOVEMENTS.

cover: bodyweight circuit
WORKOUT 1

Standing side leg lifts 
Focus: Abductors

A Stand up on one leg with your back straight; keep your stabi-
lizing knee slightly bent. 

B Hold your opposite leg a few inches off the ground, lift it as 
high as you can (usually to about 45 degrees), and lower it back 
to the starting position. 

C Repeat and continue with opposite leg for desired amount of 
repetitions.

 TIP  AVOID BENDING AT THE WAIST TO COMPENSATE FOR WEAK 
MUSCLES, AND REST YOUR HANDS ON YOUR HIPS TO KEEP THE 
ARMS OUT OF THE EXERCISE.

A B
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solution to help fuel your day with premium whey protein and caffeine from 
natural sources. Protein Energy™ is ideal first thing in the morning, late in the 
afternoon or anytime you feel the need for 20 grams of quality protein stacked 
with 120 mg of caffeine – about as much as a 10 oz cup of coffee. Each 2-scoop 
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cover: bodyweight circuit
WORKOUT 1

Hip thrusts 
Focus: Glutes

A Begin seated on the ground with a bench directly behind you. Lean 
back against the bench so that your shoulder blades are near the top, 
knees bent. 

B Pressing through your heels, lift your hips off the floor. Your weight 
should rest on your heels and your upper back. 

C Extend your hips until they form a straight line with your knees and 
shoulders. Make sure the end range of motion comes from the hips—
squeezing the glutes together at the top of the movement.

 TIP  DO NOT HYPEREXTEND YOUR NECK—KEEP YOUR HEAD IN PLACE.

A

B
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Curtsy lunges
Focus: Glutes

A Stand with your feet shoulder-width 
apart and your hands on your hips for sta-
bility. Use your left leg to take a large step 
back and across to the right. Squat so your 
right thigh is parallel with the ground. Push 
off with your left leg to straighten your legs 
and return to your starting position. 

B Raise body back up to original position. 
Repeat and continue with opposite leg for 
desired amount of repetitions. 

A B

Nutrition tips 
    from Theresa

When training, I need to stay fueled and hydrated every 

few hours so I can keep up with my career as well as fit 

in my training before or after work. Below is an example 

of what I consume in a day.

 Meal 1 
Smoothie made with 1 

scoop Optimum Nutrition 

whey protein, 1 cup 

unsweetened almond 

milk, 1 scoop Greens, 1 

tsp Maca powder, 1 Tbsp 

chia seeds, ¾ cup frozen 

blueberries, 2 cups fresh 

spinach and a handful ice 

with water and espresso.

 Meal 2 
9 egg whites (or 2 whole 

eggs), 1 slice sprouted 

grain bread with 1 Tbsp 

natural nut butter and 

water. 

 Meal 3 
12 raw almonds and an 

apple with water and 

green tea.

 Meal 4 
Extra lean ground turkey, 

quinoa, asparagus, bell 

pepper with water and 

green tea.

 Meal 5 
Chicken, fish, bison or 

extra lean ground beef 

and steamed vegetables, 1 

Tbsp coconut butter with 

water and herbal tea. Z
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BOOK REVIEW

Microbes are us
A practical guide to supporting gut microflora, which influence our  

moods, our weight and our overall health.

REVIEWED BY HANNAH-MAE GORMAN

TITLE:  THE SKINNY GUT DIET

AUTHORS:  BRENDA WATSON, C.N.C. WITH 

LEONARD SMITH, M.D.

FORMATS:  PRINT, E-BOOK, AUDIO BOOK

PUBLISHER:  HARMONY BOOKS

IT stands to reason that the foundation of 
our overall health is built on how we nour-
ish ourselves. There is an evolving body of 

scientific evidence that attributes more and 
more importance to what goes on after our 
food is ingested—how it is processed within the 
body. This is the key point of Brenda Watson’s 
The Skinny Gut Diet: Balance Your Digestive 
System for Permanent Weight Loss.

The book’s premise is that the bacteria 
in our digestive tract affect our thoughts 
and moods, how we react to situations, and 
above all, how our bodies use and store food. 
Watson emphasizes that the microbes in our 

digestive tract can determine whether we are 
or will become obese. This is slightly contro-
versial, but the author manages to reference 
relevant scientific research to support the 
claim, despite the fact that the science is 
still in its infancy. Still, the evidence that the 
microbes in our digestive tract have a real 
impact on health is mounting. 

The terms she uses—“Fat Bugs” and “Be 

Skinny Bugs”—to refer to this 
flora may be a barrier for some 
readers. However, this technique 
is evidently meant to simplify 
matters, including the sometimes 
unsavoury fine points of the 
digestive process.

Watson states that what she 
is presenting is not a diet, it is a 
lifestyle. It takes commitment to 
establish new habits and correct 
the digestive flora that have suf-
fered for years with unhealthy 
foods. The author recommends 
anyone undertaking this chal-
lenge start slowly and tackle one 
health challenge at a time, rath-
er than all of them at once as it 
only takes one day of bad eating 
for the microbes to react.

A nice bonus is the reci-
pes and tips to get you eating 
healthy, such as shopping at the 
perimeter of the grocery store 
and cooking real food in the 
kitchen. It is wonderfully helpful 
and inspiring.

Similar in essence is the elimination diet: 
What is being eliminated is sugar—in all its 
shapes and forms. Her meal plan is divided 
into two phases. The first is essentially a detox 
where strict adherence to her nutritional 
guidelines is necessary until you've achieved 
your desired weight. In the second phase she 
allows for more flexibility, and you're free to 
reintroduce certain foods and see if they upset 
your digestion.

 Also included throughout the book are 
inspirational stories of transformations from 
a group that she hosted and observed over 
the period of a few months. Their testimonials 
describe how Watson’s method changed their 

lives, helped them feel better and gave them 
more energy. 

If the science is unfamiliar to you, I 
believe this book to be a great starting point. 
It can jump start the conversation and inspire 
further interest as you delve deeper into the 
new research that is developing every day. 

Read it and decide for yourself. If the sci-
ence of the human microbiome continues to 
evolve, it will lead to a radical shift in how 
we look at and treat many common chronic 
health complaints. 

Visit skinnygutdiet.com to access more 
tools, information and support from the com-
munity. Z

The book’s premise is 
that the bacteria in our 
digestive tract affect our 
thoughts and moods, how 
we react to situations, and 
above all, how our bodies 
use and store food.

WEIGHT LOSS
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YES YOU ‘KAN’!

 LAKANTO® tastes and cooks just like sugar, but has zero 
calories. Made with high-purity Monk Fruit extract, this  
non-GMO sweetener matches the taste and sweetness of  

 
and salad dressings—anywhere a sweet touch is needed!
www.lakanto.ca
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NATURE 1:1 SUGAR GREAT TASTE COOKING
BAKING
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Prep time
 The art of avoiding injuries on the golf course. 

THROUGH repetition alone, summer sports like golf can take a toll. 
The more you play, the more likely you are to get injured by lack 
of flexibility or strength, poor technique or simply overuse. The off 

season is the time to prepare. 

Golf is a popular pastime, enjoyed by 
those of all skill levels. But for even the 
best of us, it can be a frustrating sport. 
The precision, patience, resiliency and 
mental strength required challenges even 
the most talented and level-headed par-
ticipants. The constant bending, repetitive 
swing motion and even hot weather con-
ditions take a physical toll.

Here are some tips from the Ontario 
Chiropractic Association to help prepare 
your body for a round of golf and avoid 
injury:

Find your swing 
It is easy for amateur golfers to injure them-
selves by repeatedly making an incorrect 
swing. Everyone's swing is different, but it 
is important to work with a swing that ben-
efits your game and body. Consulting with a 
professional before hitting the links will help 
develop your game and avoid injury.

The right equipment 
Make sure your clubs are right for you. 
Wearing soft spike golf shoes gives you 

Swing 
this way

ACCORDING to Dr. Emily Wiggin, golf, 
hockey and tennis all have an important 

commonality—they are all rotational sports. 
When a professional athlete “hits a wall” 

for the technique of their game, and are 
just not capable of achieving that particular 
range of motion, a chiropractor certified by 
the Titleist Performance Institute (TPI) is the 
person to see. 

“I do a TPI screen—a 14-part physical 
testing protocol that identifies any limitation 
that I can then work on with them,” says Dr. 
Wiggin. Through exercise programs, manual 
therapy adjustments and other physical thera-
py, she works with them towards getting that 
particular motion. “It’s a relationship between 
me and the golfing professional, or the hockey 
or tennis coach, to move that player beyond 
the plateau so that they hit in their stride.”

“It’s not just elite levels who get 
screened—this can benefit anyone who plays 
a rotational sport,” she says. Not only will it 
help improve their game, but it can identify 
potential areas of injury. Then, modifications 
to technique and the incorporation of exercise 
regimes can help to preventing injury.

“I’ve worked with a lot of people increas-
ing their lower body stability so that they 
don’t feel back pain, which is a common com-
plaint,” she says. Z STAFF

Dr. Emily Wiggin is certified with the Titleist 

Performance Institute in California. A 

chiropractor at Kinesis Health in Dartmouth NS, 

she is currently the only TPI certified medical 

professional in the province. 

FITNESS

Golf can be a frustrating sport. The 
precision, patience, resiliency and mental 

strength required challenges even the most 
talented and level-headed participants. 

greater shock absorption and cushioning. 
This helps your back in both the short and 
long term.

Preparation 
Stretch your muscles before and after a 
round of golf. We may be in a rush to reach 
the 19th hole, but it is important to cool our 
muscles down after a strenuous round.

Carrying your bag 
Lugging your golf bag around the course 
adds a lot of unnecessary stress to your body. 
Elect to either drive a golf cart or else push 
or pull your bag using a golf bag cart.

Hydrate 
Drinking water is fundamental to success 
and safety in any sport. This is magnified 
when we are playing an outdoor sport dur-
ing the summer. Drinking water helps 
decrease your risk of injury and fatigue on 
the course. Z SOURCE: NEWSCANADA.COM

M O R E  I N FO

For more information visit chiropractic.on.ca.
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SUNWARRIOR PROTEIN 
Plant based protein. Great 
taste, maximum absorption. 

FOUR SIGMA FOODS 
Ancient healing with medicinal 
mushrooms. Taking health to 
the next level.

HEALTH FORCE 
Vitamineral Green™ is  
a superior, nutritionally 
dense, therapeutic green 
superfood powder.

TWO MOMS IN THE RAW  
Tasty sprouted bars and  
truffles. Perfect for kids  
and adults.

LAKANTO 
Use as you would use 
sugar. Zero after-taste.  
Zero-glycemic sweetener. 

DANDY BLEND 
Ultimate coffee substitute 
made with dandelion. Heal 
with your afternoon coffee.
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            What to get for a special someone this season. Holiday gift guide|

Novel Duffle by Herschel
Featuring a removable shoulder strap and a 

shoe compartment, the Novel duffle is ideal for 

weekend getaways. It also has waterproof zipper 

detail and an internal mesh pocket.

shop.herschelsupply.ca
$89.99

Burst leggings by Lolë
Hit your stride in these sleek, four-way stretch 

tights with cooling mesh inserts. Dash out for 

a run in these moisture-wicking, quick-dry 2nd 

Skin Mid fabric. 

lolewomen.com
$100

Kanada Moccasin by Manitobah
Our ancestors originally designed these fur-

trimmed, hide moccasins to wear indoors through 

harsh Canadian winters. This moccasin is part 

of a special collection featuring artist-designed 

beadwork. Rosa Scribe (Cree, Norway House) 

designed the distinctive snowflake pattern and 

receives a portion of every sale. 

store.manitobah.ca
$89.99

Fresh Foam Zante by New Balance
The New Balance design team took Zante to the 

next level by studying foot strike and impact 

tendencies of runners, while moving at a slightly 

faster pace. Provides wearers with a more 

aggressive toe spring while bringing them slightly 

lower to the ground.

newbalance.ca
$129.95

Angel City Sport Bra by Public Myth
You’ll never have to sacrifice high fashion for high 

function ever again and you’re officially free from 

uninspired fitness attire. Supportive Supplex feels 

angelic on the skin.

publicmyth.com
$49.00

Thinksport Insulated  
Sports Bottles
Super insulated to keep 

the contents cold or hot 

for hours without the 

bottle sweating all over 

your gym bag. Features 

a wide mouth opening, 

smaller polypropylene 

spout and interior mesh 

filter to keep ice from 

blocking the drinking spout 

and allows users to brew 

tea on the go.

gothinksport.com
$17.99

CX 686G SPORTS by Sennheiser
Innovative Slide-to-Fit mechanism ensures that 

these earphones sit securely and comfortably while 

you stay focused on your exercise. High-output driv-

ers deliver stereo sound that will inspire you to new 

levels of performance. Features SteriTouch antimi-

crobial ear adapters and great Sennheiser sound.

sennheiser.com
$59.99

GEAR GUIDE
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Renee Tote by Six Pack Bags
Designed for those who refuse to sacrifice style 

or nutrition, this bag holds four meals (containers 

included), two small gel packs and a vitamin 

compact. Also features a large main compartment 

with a dedicated space for a laptop and pockets 

for storage. 

sixpackfitness.ca
$199.99

Beats by Dr. Dre Solo2 Headphones
Beats’ most popular headphone has been 

redesigned from the inside out. With updated 

and improved acoustics, lets you feel your 

music with a wider range of sound and 

enhanced clarity. Streamlined, lightweight 

and durable, this compact headphone is more 

comfortable than ever.

Beatsbydre.com
$ 219.95

The HIIT Advantage—High-Intensity 
Workouts for Women by Human Kinetics
Dozens of exercises and 19 complete workouts 

to help burn fat, shape and strengthen the lower 

and upper body and build core strength. An online 

video library provides clips demonstrating key 

exercises plus a complete workout that combines 

exercises for maximum results. 

humankinetics.com 
$29.95

At Home SPX® Reformer by Merrithew
Enjoy studio–quality Reformer workouts in the 

convenience of your own home and on your 

schedule. Available in this value-priced bundle, 

the durable, versatile and easy-to-use At Home 

SPX® facilitates over 250 full body multi-

dimensional exercises.

merrithew.com/shop
$3,099

SoLo GI Energy Bars
Sustain energy longer without the spike and 

crash. Certified low glycemic, gluten free and 

high in protein and fibre. Available in eight 

delicious flavours.

soloenergybar.ca
$2.69

Workout Labs Exercise Cards  
and Yoga Cards
Imagine having a personal trainer or a yoga 

instructor with you anytime you would like to 

work out or do yoga. Exercise and Yoga Cards give 

you the next best thing in a simple beautifully 

illustrated cards deck. Use at home or on the go.

WLShop.co 
$33–$37 

SKECHERS GOwalk 3
Made with latest high-rebound comfort inno-

vation, Goga Mat™ Technology. Adaptive GO 

Pillars™ underfoot create the softest ride you 

could ever imagine.

ca.skechers.com
$90

NEW
Release
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ACTIVE ADVENTURES

North vs. south
Wellness wanderings across North America.

COMPILED BY FAWN STEVENS

EXERCISE is an important part of life. Not only does it maintain 
physical health, but it also helps to prevent disease, boost brain 
power and treat depression. But this does not mean that one 

must join a gym or pick up running to enjoy these benefits. 
Make the journey to wellness an adventure. There are many des-

tinations that pride themselves on being fitness-friendly and make 
healthy-living a distinct part of their culture. Some of these include:

TRAVEL
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North
TOP SPOT

Whistler, British Columbia
THE resort town of Whistler is known world-wide as a top desti-

nation for skiing. It is nestled between Whistler and Blackcomb 
mountains, which are part of the Pacific Range of the Coast Mountains. 
Whistler Blackcomb Resort, voted No. 1 Overall Resort in North America 
by Ski Magazine, has over 8,000 skiable acres on more than 200 trails.

In 2010, Whistler Blackcomb hosted the Olympic and Paralympic 
Winter Games and it is one of the top sites for heli-skiing. British 
Columbia offers around 90% of the world’s heliskiing and the opera-
tions at Whistler Blackcomb have been in place since 1980. The average 
run is about 2,000 feet, from heights up to 5,000 vertical feet.

The resort will celebrate its 50th anniversary during 2016 with the 
release of a film entitled 50 Years of Going Beyond, showcasing the 
history of the resort, the town and the people who helped to build it. 

URBAN OUTDOORS

Boulder, Colorado
WHILE the idea of a city can induce visions of smog and heavy 

traffic, the city of Boulder focuses not just on healthy living but 
on living in balance with nature. With 43,000 acres of open space sur-
rounding Boulder which is off-limits for development and the largest 
concentration of natural and organic products companies in the United 
States, the city encourages getting outdoors over all else.

In 1967, Boulder became the first city in the US to tax itself for the 
maintenance and management of its open space. It is known as one of 
the country’s most outdoor-recreation absorbed communities and is 
ranked the No. 1 Fitness-friendly city in America by Huffington Post—
Healthy Living. It has over 300 miles of public hiking and biking trails, 
some of which are snow plowed before the streets.

Boulder is also home to some of the most scenic rock climbing in the 
US with famed climbs on Flagstaff Mountain including a panoramic view 
of the city itself; Boulder Canyon on the Colorado River; and the 
Flatirons, the iconic rock formations within Boulder’s open space.PH
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Canada’s source 
for premium fitness 
equipment and 
accessories
MERRITHEW™ offers a variety of fitness 
products that are ideal for active people 
of all ages and fitness levels — from 
Pilates and yoga mats, workout DVDs, 
balance & massage accessories, to new 
at-home equipment, and much more.

Shop now at merrithew.com/shop
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WATCH FOR BLACK FRIDAY OFFERS!

 South 
ANOTHER WORLD

Sedona, Arizona
FOUNDED in 1902 it is named for Sedona Miller, the wife of the 

area’s first general store and post office owner, T. C. Schnebly. Since 
that time the town of Sedona has grown from a pioneering village to 
the famous wellness destination it has become.

Its distinctive red rocks are due to the iron oxide left in the area 
from an ancient ocean that once filled the entirety of the Verde Valley. 
The formations are a huge draw for hikers and campers as well as 
geologists who come each year to enjoy the rugged, otherworldly land-
scape. The open space in the desert and the lack of light pollution make 
it an excellent site for stargazing.

Sedona attracted the eyes of the New Age community when the 
author and medium Page Bryant identified what she believed were cen-
ters of energy called “vortexes” in Sedona. These are so called because 
metaphysical energy is especially concentrated at these points, located 
at Sedona landmarks Airport Mesa, Bell Rock, Boynton Canyon and 
Cathedral Rock. 

The spiritual side of Sedona was so well received that it hosted the 
first Harmonic Convergence in 1987, a global synchronized meditation 
that brought 5,000 people into town.

TRAVEL

active adventures: north vs. south

REMNANTS OF AN ANCIENT OCEAN.

www.merrithew.com
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RATIO OF TISSUE COMPOSITION

Tissue Percentage of 
Total Body Weight

Omega-6
EFA

Omega-3
EFA

Brain/ Nervous System 3 100 1

Skin 4 1000 1

Organs and Other Tissues 9 4 1

Adipose Tissue (body fat) 15 - 35 22 1

Muscles 50 6.5 1

TIME TO CHANGE YOUR OIL! TIME TO CHANGE YOUR OIL! 

Switch your essential fatty acid supplement to 
Pure Form Omega and you’ll see and feel the difference!

Did you know that your skin and tissues are made up of 
primarily Omega 6 fatty acids.  The ratio of Omega-6 to 
Omega-3 in your skin is 1000 to 4.  

Pure Form Omega’s formulation contains the right balance of 
Omega 6 and Omega 3 essential fatty acids.

Save $10.00 
with code OPT10

www.pureformomega.com 

www.pureformomega.com 

Plant Based

Organic

Cold Pressed

Omega 6 & Omega 3 essential fatty acids

Special encapsulation to help prevent oxidation

PURE FORM OMEGA FACTS

Try it Today!

BENEATH THE WAVES

Key Largo, Florida
THE self-proclaimed “Dive Capital of the World,” Key Largo is the 

first and largest of the Florida Keys chain. It was called Rock Harbor, 
before its name was changed to Key Largo for the 1948 John Huston 
film starring Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall, which had filmed in 
the area.

The biggest attractions in Key Largo are water sports such as scuba 
diving and snorkeling. It is home to the first underwater park in the US, 
John Pennekamp Coral Reef Park. The park is about 70 nautical miles in 
size and its reefs are home to a variety of marine wildlife such as par-
rotfish, angelfish and Sergeant Majors.

Notable undersea features in Key Largo include one of the three 
existing bronze statues called “Christ of the Abyss,” the sunken 510-
foot USS Spiegel Grove which opened for divers in 2002 and Molasses 
Reef characterized by spurring elkhorn and boulder corals.

Out of the ocean, there is an annual Key Largo Bridge Run with 5K, 
10K and half-marathon distances. It takes place along the Jewfish Creek 
Bridge, which connects the Florida Keys with the mainland. Z
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nutrition
Veggie delights
Sneak these easy and  

healthy dishes into the  

season's meals.

RECIPES BY GRACE SZUCS

Vegetarian chocolate chili 
Both beans and cocoa are full of iron. Freeze this chili 

in batches for a healthy, quick and filling meal.

6 SERVINGS | PREP 1 HOUR

INGREDIENTS
» 1 Tbsp olive or coconut oil
» 1 large onion, minced
» 1 red bell pepper, diced
» 2 cloves garlic, minced
» ¼ tsp cinnamon
» ½ tsp chipotle powder
» ½ tsp paprika
» ¼ tsp cayenne
» ½ tsp thyme
» 1–2 bay leaves

» ½ tsp oregano
» 1 large sweet potato, diced
» 2 cans organic chopped 

tomatoes
» 3 cups vegetable stock
» 1 cup fresh-frozen corn
» 1 can cooked black beans
» 1 can cooked white beans
» Salt and pepper, to taste
» 1½ tsp unsweetened, organic 

cocoa powder

TO PREPARE
Heat oil in a large soup pot on medium heat. Cook onion with bell 
pepper until translucent—about seven minutes. Add garlic and spices 
and cook for another minute or two. Toss in the sweet potato and 
add tomatoes and stock. Bring to a low simmer and cook until potato 
is almost done. Add in the corn, beans and salt and pepper to taste. 
Finally, add the cocoa.

Nutritional value (per serving): Calories 235; Fat 3 g; 
Carbohydrates 42 g; Protein 11 g
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NUTRITION: HEALTHFUL GOURMET

veggie delights

Sensational shakshuka
Impress your houseguests with this simple, gourmet breakfast!

3 SERVINGS | PREP 30 MINS

INGREDIENTS
» 2 Tbsp olive oil
» 1 small yellow onion, minced
» 1 medium green bell pepper, diced
» 2-3 cloves of garlic, minced
» 1 tsp cumin
» 1 tsp coriander
» 1 tsp paprika
» 1 tsp chili powder
» ¼ tsp turmeric
» 1 can organic chopped tomatoes
» 2 cups spinach, organic
» Salt and pepper
» 6 farm fresh or organic eggs
» ¼ cup parsley
» crumbled feta cheese (optional)

TO PREPARE
Preheat the oven to 375 °C. Heat olive oil on 
medium in a cast iron pan. Toss in onions and 
pepper and cook until soft—about 15 minutes. 
Add garlic and spices and cook for another 
couple of minutes. Pour in the tomatoes and 
heat through, then stir in the spinach until 
wilted. Add salt and pepper to taste. Using a 
spoon, make six wells in the sauce. Crack the 
eggs into the depressions and put the whole 
pan in the oven for 7–10 minutes, or until the 
eggs are cooked. Serve with chopped parsley 
and feta as desired.

Nutritional value (per serving): Calories 129; 
Fat 10 g; Carbohydrates 4 g; Protein 7 g
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Easy kale powerhouse
A quick and tasty way get in those 

greens and to keep you going 

strong this holiday season.

4 SERVINGS | PREP 15 MINS

INGREDIENTS
» 1 bunch kale or collard greens, organic if 

possible
» 4 Tbsp extra virgin olive oil
» 1–2 Tbsp toasted sesame seeds
» 1 Tbsp dulse flakes
» ¼ tsp sea salt
» 1/8 tsp black pepper

TO PREPARE
Remove stalks from the kale and discard. Tear 
the leaves into bite-sized pieces and place in 
a steamer. Steam for about three minutes or 
until the leaves are bright green. You can eat 
kale raw, but it is easier to digest if cooked a 
bit first. Drain the kale and set aside in a bowl. 
Drizzle with olive oil and toss, coating the 
leaves. Sprinkle sesame seeds, dulse, salt and 
pepper over the kale. Serve as a side or on its 
own for a boost of green power.

Nutritional value (per serving): Calories 188; 
Fat 19 g; Carbohydrates 5 g; Protein 2 g

Banana mini muffins
BY LAKANTO

MAKES 44 MINI MUFFINS

INGREDIENTS
» ¾ cup coconut oil
» ¾ cup Lakanto (ground)
» 1 egg
» 1 tsp pure vanilla extract
» 1¼ cup bananas (mashed)
» 1¾ cup organic all-purpose 

flour
» 1 tsp baking powder
» 1 tsp baking soda
» Lakanto 35% chocolate bar 

(roughly chopped)

TO PREPARE
Preheat oven to 350 °C. Peel and 
mash bananas (over ripe is best).
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Melt coconut oil. Add vanilla, 
egg and Lakanto* to oil. Add mashed 
banana to wet ingredients. 

Measure all dry ingredients into 
a bowl. Rough chop Lakanto choco-
late bar and add to dry ingredients.

Combine wet and dry ingredi-
ents, mix until just blended. Do not 
over mix. Scoop into greased mini 
muffin tins and bake for 13–15 min-
utes. Z

Nutritional value (per serving):

Calories 67; Fat 4 g; Carbohydrates 6 g; 
Protein 1 g

*Use coffee grinder or food processor to grind 
Lakanto to a fine consistency.
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NUTRITION: MY FOOD

MY FOOD

Water: The essence of life
The surface of our planet is more than half water—and so are you.

BY HANNAH-MAE GORMAN 

IT is all around us. Water falls from the sky in abundance, feeding the 
trees and plants that nourish us. The surface of planet Earth is about 
70% water. Without water, life would not exist. Everything withers and 

dies when deprived of water. Imagine a planet without it: A lifeless rock of 
empty expanses and dusty deserts.

You may think you’re solid, but you are in 
fact mostly liquid, roughly 60%. While we all 
need water, food and air to survive, food pro-
duction requires large amounts of water, and 
20% of our water intake comes from fruits 
and vegetables in our diet. So you could say 
water is more important than air.

Water is a pervasive part of our daily 
experience, even when we notice it the least. 
Could you imagine being on water rations? 
We use water to brush our teeth, take showers 
and brew coffee. Not to mention for wash-
ing dishes and flushing the toilet. We even 
use it as hydropower to make the electricity 
that powers everything from toasters for your 
breakfast to digital devices for your email.

Without water, we could survive only a 
few days at best. First, the body seeks what 

fluids it can from within itself, pulling water 
from the intestinal tract, muscles and the 
brain to support vital organs. This is only a 
temporary solution to stave off the worst, and 
it doesn’t take long before severe dehydration 
sets in and we die from lack of water.

Do you suffer from chronic headaches, 
fatigue, confusion, memory loss, dizziness, 
muscle pain, cold fingers and toes, eczema, dry 
skin, brittle hair and nails or constipation?

It could be something as simple as lack of 
water that contributes to the cause. Lack of 
water also speeds the aging process and makes 
the skin look older, accentuating wrinkles. 
Water is used to flush toxins from the body, 
and stress on the kidneys from lack of fluids 
also shows in the face in the form of puffy 
cheeks, dark circles and sunken eyes.

Water helps to keep our brains functioning 
properly, enhancing focus and staving off brain 
fog, and keeps our digestive systems running 
smoothly. Water also energizes the muscles by 
maintaining a balance of fluids and electrolytes. 

Everything that goes out must be put 
back in. The body uses water throughout 
the day for every activity, and this does not 
include additional strain on our water reserves 
caused by exercise and sweating.

We feel thirst when even 2% to 3% of our 
body’s total water has been lost. But the effects 
of this loss are felt in our performance much 
sooner, at around 1%. Fail to replace the fluids 
lost over the period of a day, and the lack can 
lead to some of the symptoms associated with 
dehydration, ranging from mild to severe.

The International Sports Medicine Institute 
recommends a daily intake of ½ an ounce 
of water per pound of body weight, and 2/3

of an ounce if you lead an overall active and 
physically demanding lifestyle. Be sure to drink 
water during and after exercise, but especially 
before exercise, as the body can take nearly 20 
minutes to absorb it.

The idea that water helps weight loss 
is controversial. However, it is agreed that 
weight loss attempts can be aided by replac-
ing higher calorie beverages with pure water. 
It is necessary to consume adequate amounts 
of fluids, water being the ideal, but keep in 
mind that taste is important and you’re more 
likely to drink it if you like the taste. That 
being said, high-calorie sugar laden drinks are 
no replacement for water. 

It would be an understatement to say that 
water is essential to your health. Water is 
required for every biological function that 
keeps us alive, and a lack of it puts excess 
strain on all the vital organs. It is an essential 
spoke in the wheel that is your vitality and 
well-being. Z
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Visit chfa.ca to learn more. 

Safe & effective NHPs – look for the NPN.

Visit chfa.ca to learn more. 

I benefit.
Join the millions of Canadians who use natural health products (NHPs).

The Canadian Health Food Association (CHFA) promotes a Canada in 

which everyone benefits from safe and effective NHPs.

www.chfa.ca
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ON THE SHELF

Natural health—fact vs. fiction 
How would you rate your natural health knowledge?  

Are you a “newbie,” “guru” or somewhere in between? 

BY MICHELLE W. BOOK, CNP

NUTRITION: ON THE SHELF

IN celebration of Natural Health Products Week (NHP Week), the 
Canadian Health Food Association (CHFA) conducted a national 
survey of over 1,500 Canadians from coast to coast to determine 

whether we can distinguish fact from fiction when it comes to popular 
natural health claims.  

“Three out of four Canadians reported 
that they were likely to consider using a 
natural solution to maintain health and 
happiness,” said CHFA’s in-house holistic 
nutritionist. “Our goal this NHP week is to 
ensure that all Canadians have the neces-
sary information to make educated choices 
about their health.”

On the whole, Canadians achieved a 
passing grade. However, the survey revealed 
some knowledge gaps on questions related 
to caffeine, protein, serotonin, vitamin C and 
vitamin D. 

Guys vs. gals: How did men’s 
knowledge stack up against 
women’s?
Upon digging deeper into the data, there were 
some surprising findings that showed the dif-
ferences in the knowledge between men and 
women. For example, women were signifi-
cantly more likely than men to consider using 
a natural solution to maintain health and 
happiness (82% versus 74%). This openness of 
women to opt for natural options was often 
accompanied by better knowledge.

Women were also more likely to answer 
correctly on a number of questions. In par-

ticular, women demonstrated natural health 
savvy when asked about organic foods and 
questions about digestive health. For example, 
75% of women correctly answered that probi-
otics are linked to immunity, while only 64% 
of men did so.

The approach of the winter months brings 
with it the rise of cold and flu season. Not 
many people realize that there is a strong 
connection between our healthy gut bugs 
and our immune system. Probiotics have been 
shown to play an important role in “priming” 
our immune system to track and eliminate 
invading winter bugs.

A recent study of school children found 
that kids who were given a probiotic drink 
were less likely to get the flu than their class-
mates who didn’t receive it (15.7% versus 
23.9%). Consider adding a probiotic to your 
routine and keep your immune system fight-
ing fit this winter.

Men outshone women when 
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NUTRITION: ON THE SHELF

natural health—fact vs. fiction

benefits, such as reducing some cancers and 
other chronic diseases and improving symp-
toms of chronic fatigue syndrome.

Nova Scotians maintained top grades 
when asked if Canadians get enough fibre, 
with 95% reporting that we do not.

A Western diet full of processed foods 
means that whole foods are sadly lacking, 
and fibre intake falls far short of the recom-
mended 25 g/day for women and 30-38 g/day 
for men. The benefits of fibre include blood 
sugar regulation, weight maintenance, heart 
health and gut health, so it’s important to try 
to fill this requirement.

If you find it difficult to increase your 
fibre intake through dietary sources, many 
supplements that provide various forms of sol-
uble and insoluble fibre are available at your 
local natural health retailer. Speak with your 
health care practitioner about which supple-
ment might be right for you.

asked about the link between caffeine and 
exercise performance. Men scored higher than 
women (7% better) by answering correctly 
that caffeine does, in fact, improve exercise 
performance.

Scientists are constantly finding new 
applications for this small molecule that can 
do so much. Gone are the days when caf-
feine was relegated to a morning cup of joe. 
Extensive research has shown that a dose of 
caffeine before a workout can improve endur-
ance, mental clarity and performance.

The most common dose used in sci-
entific studies is 6 mg/kg of body weight 
taken an hour before exercise, which allows 
time for the caffeine to be absorbed and get 
to work. A typical large coffee can deliver 
anywhere from 120–360 mg of caffeine. 
There are many ways of obtaining caffeine, 
but you should speak with your health care 
practitioner about adding it to your work-
out routine.

Province vs. province: How did 
location affect knowledge?
The survey highlighted important knowledge 
gaps between regions as well. Albertans were 
less likely than the rest of Canadians to give a 
correct response when asked if “eating organic 
foods significantly reduces exposure to pesti-
cides” (51% vs. 62%). 

Certified organic products are produced 
and grown without the use of synthetic 
pesticides, herbicides, GMOs (genetically modi-
fied organisms), hormones or antibiotics. By 
following a simple guide, the Dirty Dozen 
and the Clean 15, developed by the Envi-
ronmental Working Group, you can minimize 
your consumption of pesticides by as much as 
80%, leading to better health for your whole 
family. Purchasing certified organic foods also 
supports sustainable farming practices and 
animal welfare standards.

Other regional knowledge differences 
were illustrated by Albertans who were more 
likely to answer correctly to the false state-
ment, “Multivitamins are only important for 
pregnant women.”

Although a specially formulated multivi-
tamin is almost universally recommended for 
women of childbearing age, multivitamins can 
play an important role in the health of men 
and women of all ages. Studies have found 

The envelope please

Visit chfa.ca/nhpweek to see how 
Canadians scored and test your 
knowledge!

Natural health products can offer a wide 
range of benefits to Canadians. Although re-
ceiving a passing grade, there is still room for 
improvement among Canada’s public when it 
comes to our natural health knowledge. Visit 
your local CHFA member natural health retailer 
as a starting point for expanding your under-
standing of natural health products. Z

The Canadian Health Food Association (CHFA) is 

Canada’s largest trade association dedicated to 

natural health and organic products. Michelle W. 

Book is a Holistic Nutritionist and CHFA Director 

of Communications.

Here are some of the highlights from the survey:

FACT!

Only 34% 
got it 
right

FICTION!

Only 32% 
got it 
right

FACT!

Only 28% 
got it 
right

FACT!

Only 25% 
got it 
right

FICTION!

Only 22% 
got it 
right

FICTION!

95% got it 
right

FICTION!

91% got it 
right

FICTION!

88% got it 
right

FACT!

84% got it 
right

FICTION!

78% got it 
right

 And where we  
 got it right 

Caffeine im-

proves exercise 

performance.

Vitamin D occurs 

naturally in many 

whole food 

sources.

95% of our “feel-

good hormone” 

serotonin is pro- 

duced in the gut.

Consuming 

protein before 

sleep can boost 

strength.

Vitamin C can 

ward off the 

common cold.

All bacteria 

are bad.

Most Canadians 

are getting 

enough fibre.

Multivitamins  

are important 

only for preg-

nant women.

Honey has 

anti-bacterial 

properties.

Calcium is 

important only 

for strong bones 

and teeth.

 Where Canadians  
 didn’t do so well 
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 Omegas 

 Immune defense 

Renew Life Norwegian Gold 
Super Critical Omega delivers over 

1,000mg of omega-3 and 1,000IU of vitamin 

D in every capsule. This high potency fish oil 

is designed for optimal digestion and offers 

head to toe health support. 

renewlife.ca

$29.99

Ascenta NutraSea Chocolate: 
Just one teaspoon a day delivers 1250 mg of 

EPA+DHA. It’s ideal for adding to a protein 

shake or a smoothie and is also delicious 

straight from the spoon. 

ascentahealth.com

$25.49

Moducare One A Day Waxtabs help to 

protect you from cold and flu viruses, as well as 

allergies and even some autoimmune disorders. The 

blend of plant sterols and sterolins in Moducare 

are clinically proven to help keep your immune 

system in balance. 

moducare.com

$39.99

New Chapter’s LifeShield Immune 
Support whole-life-cycle activated mushrooms 

are a source of fungal polysaccharides that regu-

late the body’s natural immune response. These 

mushrooms are Identity Assured—with every strain 

qualified and confirmed.

newchapter.ca

$40.95

SISU Ester-C® 600 provides 24-hour 

immune support. Ester-C® is clinically proven to 

stay longer in white blood cells. It’s also non-

acidic, gentle on the stomach and contains active 

vitamin C metabolites for superior absorption. 

sisu.com

$29.29

Optimum Nutrition Fish Oil 
Softgels are a natural supplement filled 

with omega-3 essential fatty acids, which are 

the basis of fats and oils and necessary for 

overall health. 

supplementscanada.com/optimum.html

$32.99

Pure Form Omegas are all-natural, 

organic, cold-pressed formulation of plant-

based omega-3 and -6 that work at the 

cellular level, optimizing cell membrane 

function for transport of oxygen to improve 

cardiovascular performance and decrease 

workout recovery time.

pureformomega.com 

$39.75

Kyolic Omega-3 Blend™ is a unique 

blend of Kyolic Aged Garlic Extract™ and 

Fish Oil Concentrates, providing both EPA

and DHA to support cardiovascular health, 

memory and emotional health. Kyolic AGE™

is supported by more than 750 studies.

kyolic.ca

$29.99

Nature’s Bounty Omega-3 plus 
Vitamin D adult gummies take the 

delicious flavours of a children’s gummy and 

kick up the vitamins to suit adult needs. 

Omega-3 is essential for the maintenance of 

proper brain function.

naturesbounty.ca

$14.50
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tired
of being

tired?
Liquid Iron and Vitamin 
Formula helps reduce 
exhaustion and fatigue

Iron deficiency symptom checklist
Do you suffer from any of the following?

 Are you continually tired and lack appetite?

 Pale skin & dark circles under eyes?

 Often have difficulty concentrating?

 Feel chilly or catch colds easily?

 Have brittle hair or fingernails that chip easily?

The more questions you answered “yes” to, the 

higher your risk of being iron deficient. Iron 

deficiency often goes undetected, so you may want 

to ask your doctor for a serum ferritin test.

N
PN

 0
22

42
01

2

If you are feeling tired & run-down, Floradix® Formula could be the simple 

solution. Floradix® Formula is an easily absorbed, plant-based liquid iron and 

vitamin formula that is easy on the digestive tract, free of artifi cial colours 

and fl avours. Floradix® Formula has been helping women reduce exhaustion 

& fatigue caused by iron defi ciency for over 60 years.

Available in natural health food stores, select grocery stores and pharmacies.
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Top tips to 
avoid coughs and colds
The six best ways to boost your immune defense.

 Go natural 
Nasal and skin irritations often accompany 
runny noses and congestion. One remedy 
for irritated skin is an oatmeal bath. Add 
oats to a sock and place it in your bath 
water. The combination of the oats with the 
bath helps soothe skin irritation. You can 
also add essential oils like lavender or witch 
hazel for additional benefits. Apps like 
Borion’s Homeopathic Medicine Finder can 
help you find remedies to relieve symptoms 
from joint pain, insect bites, stress colds 
and flu. Z SOURCE: NEWS CANADA 

THE summer has come to an end and that means the changing of 
leaves, the transition to cooler weather and also the dreaded cough 
and cold season. After the warmth and relaxation that summer 

brings, heading back into regular routine for fall also means that many of 
us struggle to keep our immune system strong. 

While the common cold can easily spread from person to person, these tips will help keep 
you germ-free and feeling your best:

 Get a good night's sleep  
The more sleep you can get, the better since 
a good night’s sleep helps your immune 
system stay strong. Take cues from physi-
cal signs of sleepiness (yawning, difficulty 
focusing your eyes, a lack of concentration), 
indicating that it's time to go to bed.

 Be active often 
Make exercise a priority for your physi-
ological and psychological health. For those 
who stay active it's common to experience 
some post exercise pain or even injury. 
When injuries or pain occur, try relieving it 
by applying a topical gel or cream.

 Adopt healthy  
 eating habits 

As you get back into the fall work 
routine, make a fresh start with healthy 
foods to nourish your brain and keep you 
going all day. Choose foods with vitamin 
C like oranges, grapefruit and dark leafy 
greens to help boost your immune system 
naturally.

 Maximize fluids 
Drinking lots of water is a proven way to 
strengthen your immune system and helps 
“flush” your body clean.

 Wash hands 
Viruses can land on surfaces like doorknobs. 
Always remember to wash your hands, espe-
cially before eating, after being outside or 
using the restroom. Use soap and warm water 
for 20 seconds and dry hands thoroughly.

HEALTH
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Omegas for an 
active lifestyle
Using omega-3s and more to achieve 

optimal health.

MANY people suffer from nutritional deficiencies because of 
an inadequate or inappropriate intake of food. To ensure that 
you continue living a happy healthy life, take the time to 

assess your diet. 

The traditional human diet used to include 
sources of fats with a ratio of about 1:1 of 
omega-6 fats to omega-3 fats. Over time, as 
we stopped eating as much omega-3 rich fish 
and opted instead for prepared foods made 
with omega-6 oils from corn, safflower and 
soy, our fat intake has gone out of balance. 

Omega-3s are medium and long-chain 
fatty acids that are used by the body to 
make powerful anti-inflammatory molecules, 
beneficial for decreasing inflammation and 
maintaining heart, brain and joint health. It is 
difficult to obtain the recommended amount 
from food alone, so this is where a fish-oil 
supplement can be a great option. Look for 
a supplement with high amounts of EPA and 
DHA in the ingredient list.

These healthy fats also help to resolve 
inflammation with components identified 
as EPA resolvins E series and DHA resolvins D. 
Omega-3s are well known for their role in 
heart and brain health. But they can also help 
athletes to recover faster, leading to increased 
performance. Their benefits have been dem-
onstrated in many studies for decreasing 
post-exercise muscle soreness, and work for 
many anti-inflammatory purposes.

Research shows that, coast to coast, 
Canadians of all ages are deficient in these 
key omega-3 fats. 

Omegas for every occasion

You may have heard of omega-3 and its relatives omega-6 and omega-9, but 
do you know about the most recent addition to the omega fatty acid family?

Omega-7 is a healthy type of trans fat. While trans fats are often avoided, 
certain types can be beneficial.

Certain omega-7 fatty acids, such as vaccenic acid, can actually help reduce 
inflammation when you practice mindful eating. It can also help increase HDL 
(high-density lipoprotein, also known as “good-cholesterol”), which can help 
to diminish the plaque left in arteries by low-density lipoprotein (LDL), also 
known as “bad-cholesterol.”

You can increase your omega-7 intake by eating food items such as olive oil 
or macadamia nuts. It can also be taken as a supplement.

products and nuts such as almonds, pecans, 
walnuts and peanuts. 

Omega-9, the oft-overlooked omega, is 
equally important. Unlike omega-3 and omega-
6, omega-9 can be created in the body. Eating 
foods rich in omega-9 can reduce your risk of 
cardiovascular disease. It is found in foods high 
in oleic acid such as sunflower or canola oil as 
well as nuts like almonds, walnuts and pecans. 

Managing vascular and heart health can 
be difficult, especially if your body does not 
get enough omega fatty acids. This health-
promoting polyunsaturated fat is essential for 
human life and provides many benefits such 
as supporting eye, joint and brain health. 
Make sure you are getting adequate amounts 
of omegas to stay healthy and support an 
active lifestyle. Z SOURCE: NEWS CANADA/

NORDICNATURALS.CA

Look for increased sources of omega-3s 
in dark-green, leafy vegetables such as kale, 
broccoli or spinach; sea vegetables such as 
algae, spirulina or kelp; beans such as kidney, 
navy and pinto; fruits like Kiwi, papaya and 
mango; and hemp and seabuckthorn.

There is also a notable amount in flax and 
chia seeds, while the most commonly known 
form of omega-3 comes from wild, cold-water 
fish including cod, salmon and herring. 

It’s also important to be aware of your 
sources of omega-6. These can range from 
corn to turkey to peanuts as well as soy-based 
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Legendarylegs
CROSSFIT can seem like a daunting program. 

With a combination of elements from many fit-
ness forms, it is both high-intensity exercise as 

well as a competitive sport.

For Sacha Adkins, CrossFit has become a way of life. She is a Level 
1 certified CrossFit instructor and one of the coaches at the Reebok 
CrossFit East Woodbridge facility in Woodbridge, Ontario. This year she 
placed 1st with Reebok North in the community team division at the 
Kill Cliff Granite Games.

Before starting with CrossFit, Adkins had 
been playing competitive soccer for 15 
years and also competed in track and 
field. She admits that CrossFit did not 
come easy for her when she started, 
but her early difficulties gave her 
insight into how to help beginners 
enjoy and perfect their form.

Tone your legs with this squat-

themed workout.

BY SACHA ADKINS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KELLY CLARK

MAKE-UP BY VICKI MARTIN

WORKOUT 2

Sculpt  
your 
legs
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Squat
Focus: Quadriceps, glutes, hamstrings

10 REPS | 2 SETS

A From a standing position lower your body downwards by bending your 
knees, keeping your back straight.

B Be sure that your thighs are at least parallel to the floor before return-
ing to a standing position.

This move is typi-
cally done with arms 
extended forwards 
from the body, but 
you can also place 
your hands palm-
together if it's more 
comfortable.

A B

A B

Pistol squat
Focus: Quadriceps, calves, hamstrings

5 REPS | 2 SETS

A Stand with your arms out in front of you and one leg raised outward.

B Squat down while keeping your leg and feet off of the floor.

C Return to standing position and repeat on opposite side. 
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Front squats
Focus: Quadriceps, calves, glutes, ham-
strings

5 REPS | 2 SETS

A Stand with a barbell positioned near your upper 
chest.

B Shift the weight of the barbell onto your shoul-
ders and squat downwards.

C Return to standing.

 TIP  BE SURE TO ALTER SETS AND REPS IN ACCORDANCE OF 
YOUR FITNESS LEVEL.

Kettlebell overhead 
squats
Focus: Quadriceps, glutes, shoulders

5 REPS | 2 SETS

A–B Raise kettlebell above your head from 
floor. Keep the kettlebell close to your body.

C Once the kettlebell is above your head, 
squat downwards, keeping it raised.

D Return to standing.

 ADVANCED  LIFT 
THE KETTLEBELL 
ABOVE YOURSELF 
USING A CLEAN 
AND JERK.

WORKOUT 2

legendary legs

A

A

B

B

C
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Goblet squats
Focus: Quadriceps, hamstrings, 
shoulders

10 REPS | 2 SETS

A Stand with your back straight, holding 
a kettlebell by the ball.

B Squat down so that your thighs rest 
on your calves.

C Return to standing. Z

Overhead squat
Focus: Quadriceps, glutes, shoulders

5 REPS | 2 SETS

A Stand with a barbell positioned over your 
head.

B Squat downwards, keeping the barbell raised.

C Return to standing.

Front rack lunge
Focus: Quadriceps, glutes, shoulders

5 REPS | 2 SETS

A Stand with barbell positioned near your 
upper chest as in the front squat.

B Lunge forward so that your foot points for-
ward and your opposite knee touches the floor.

C Return to standing position and repeat on 
opposite side.

A

A

A

B

B

B



Introducing the new 2015 GLA.
The brand new compact SUV from Mercedes-Benz. 

If urban adventures are what you seek, let us point you in a 
totally new direction: the GLA. Discover more at newgla.ca

MSRP: $37,200*

* Prices do not include taxes, levies, fees, freight and delivery charges, insurance and license fees, as well as any other products or services not listed that may be 
available to you through O’regan’s Mercedes-Benz dealership. Vehicle prices subject to change without notice. © 2015 Mercedes-Benz Canada Inc. 

oregans.mercedes-benz.ca
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Serves 24 | Prep Time:  5 min | Cook Time:  2 min 

Ingredients:
• 6 thin square slices dense sourdough bread 
• ½ cup (125 mL) shredded cooked chicken 
• ¾ cup (175 mL) pitted green olives 
• ¼ cup (60 mL) blanched almonds 
• 1 anchovy fillet, rinsed and patted dry 
• 1 Tbsp (15 mL) capers, drained and rinsed 
• ½ tsp (2.5 mL) dried thyme 
• ½ tsp (2.5 mL) dried rosemary 
• 1 tsp (5 mL) Dijon mustard 
• 2 Tbsp (30 mL) lemon juice 
• 2 Tbsp (30 mL) extra virgin olive oil, divided 
• freshly ground black pepper 
• fresh rosemary, for serving

1 Assemble the tapenade. In the bowl of a food 
processor combine the olives, almonds, anchovy, 
capers, thyme, rosemary, mustard, lemon juice 
and 1 tablespoon (15 mL) olive oil. Pulse until 
combined. Add lots of freshly ground black 
pepper. 

2 Cut the crusts off the slices of bread. Cut each 
piece into 4 triangles (toast points). Preheat the 
broiler to high. Arrange the toast points on a 
rimmed baking sheet or broiler pan. Brush with 1 
tablespoon (15 mL) of extra virgin olive oil. Broil 
for 1-2 minutes and flip for another 1-2 minutes 
until toast points are golden on both sides. 

3 Spoon 1 tablespoon (15 mL) tapenade onto each 
toast point. Top with shredded chicken and a 
small sprig of fresh rosemary. Remaining 
tapenade will keep for up to 4 days in an air tight 
container in the refrigerator.

Chicken, a good choice!
• Chickens are grain fed, primarily with corn, wheat 

and soybean.
• Chicken production in Canada prohibits the use 

of hormones or steroids.
• Chickens raised for meat in Nova Scotia roam 

freely in large, environmentally-controlled barns.
• Chickens always have access to feed and water to 

eat and drink when they choose.
• Chicken farmers follow On-Farm Food Safety and 

Animal Care Programs.

Entertaining can be fun and stress free when 
you're set with a go to list of easy appetizer 
ideas. These retro toast points are topped with 
savoury almond and olive tapenade and 
shredded chicken. The tapenade and chicken 
can be prepared a day in advance leaving you 
just the assembly at the last minute.  
DEVELOPED FOR CFC BY AMANDA RIVA THE HOT PLATE

TAPENADE TOAST POINTS

ATLANTIC CANADA

massage for the soul

By now everyone has heard of yoga. But 
Reiki (ray-kee), that's a word that's likely new 
to a lot of people. It's an old Japanese spiri-
tual practice with the intention of soothing 
the soul and repainting the mental mural. 
Like yoga, there are masters, instructors and 
students. Sarah Wallace is a native of South 
Rustico, PEI. After years of travel, life experi-
ence and university, she's molded a career 
teaching and practising both.

A yoga instructor for the last two 
and a half years, Wallace dove into Reiki 
after receiving a treatment session from a 
trained family member. She felt the effects 
immediately.

“Having time to be still and focused on 
my body and breathing was restorative in 
its own right, but something more was hap-
pening,” she says. “During the session I felt 
myself moving into a deep state of relaxation, 
awake and contented to be still and quiet. 
The effects lasted long after the session and I 
knew I had to pursue my curiosity around why 
it felt so great—so recharging.”

She received level one training and began 
offering free Reiki sessions to her yoga stu-
dents. After sharpening her skills she went for 
level two shortly after. Combining this phi-
losophy with yogic practices added an extra 
layer of interest.

Developed by Mikao Usui Sensei in Japan 
in the 1920s, Reiki is used as a complemen-
tary therapy to help treat physical, emotional 
and mental illnesses. A word meaning “spirit” 
or “life force,” the practice revolves around 
energy, specifically the movement of energy 
into the body. 

“An essential principle is that energy is all 
around us, and we can intentionally direct this 
energy in various ways—Reiki is one method,” 
explains Wallace. “Our bodies are energetic 
forms that require energy to operate at their 
optimal functioning and well-being, but 
sometimes the body's system has a blockage, 
or is working with an excess or deficiency in a 
particular area. Reiki can offer a balancing of 
these energies, and acts as a conduit for the 
body to access the energy all around us.”

Developed by Mikao Usui 
Sensei in Japan in the 
1920s, Reiki is used as a 
complementary therapy 
to help treat physical, 
emotional and mental 
illnesses. 

SARAH WALLACE WITH A SENIOR REIKI CLIENT.
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In what can be described as a massage 
for the soul, a typical session given by Wallace 
runs for 60 to 75 minutes. For the duration of 
the session the client rests in a comfortable 
position, with the practitioner placing or hov-
ering their hands over various energy centers, 
or Chakras, in the body. Clients often describe 
feeling a tingling, rushing, or heat sensation 
during the session.

“I've heard the analogy used more than 
once that the client is a lamp, which needs 

energy to function properly and shine bright-
ly,” says Wallace. “The practitioner is the cord 
that connects the client to the outlet of uni-
versal energy.”

PEI specifically can benefit because we 
have an ageing population, and many of these 
seniors worked as farmers or fishermen, she 
says. These are demanding jobs that take a 
toll on the body and the effects can increase 
with age.

“Appropriate touch is a very important 
component of health and well-being, and this 
is another huge benefit,” she says. “Whether 
the hands are laid upon the body, or hover 
above, there is a sense of care and compassion 
in a session—and who doesn't need more of 
that? Essentially, anyone can benefit. It’s used 
across many areas of life, from palliative care 
to veterinary clinics.”

Wallace describes working on PEI as a joy, 
and says that in her experience the province 
has a wonderful sense of community, with a 
hearty sense of Island humour and an open-
ness to try new things. As the yoga 
community continues to grow, so too has 
interest in Reiki. Wallace teaches seven to nine 
yoga classes a week, taking Reiki clients as 
they come. There are plans to host Chakra 
workshops and meditation groups over the 
winter and spring. Z

An essential principle 
is that energy is all 
around us, and we can 
intentionally direct this 
energy in various ways—
Reiki is one method. 

www.vibesalonspa.com
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ATLANTIC CANADA

Backwoods gourmet
Halifax-based chef teaches national park visitors how to 

prepare delicious meals over a campfire. It’s a skill that 

applies to all seasons.

BY AMANDA LESLIE

TAKE a trip to any of Canada’s 46 national parks and you’ll find 
plenty of visitors enjoying the rustic appeal of the great outdoors. 
Our extensive park system, which dates back to 1885, is synonymous 

with activities such as hiking, canoeing and cross-country skiing. But there 
is something Canadians probably don’t associate with the national parks: 
Gourmet food. That’s why Fundy National Park decided to team up with a 
Halifax-based chef to prove that outdoor cooking is far from difficult. In 
fact, it can be a real treat.

At an old picnic shelter in Herring Cove, 
Dennis Johnston stands by a woodstove with a 
table full of brightly coloured ingredients sit-
ting nearby. It’s the second year in a row that 
he’s visited Fundy National Park to host Rustic 
Gourmet, a cooking class geared specifically to 
campers who are looking to expand their culi-

nary skills. There are no hamburgers or hotdogs 
on the menu today. Instead, Johnston is prepar-
ing a traditional Thai curry called Kao Soi. 

Rustic Gourmet is one of several new 
programming initiatives that Fundy has 
introduced in recent years. Others include 
snorkeling with salmon for conservation pur-

poses and Fundy’s first-ever concert on the 
ocean floor, which was so popular the CBC 
dedicated an entire TV special to the event. 
“With Rustic Gourmet, we wanted to create an 
activity to complement Taste of Fundy,” says 
events coordinator Mike Vautour, referring to 
the late summer festival that encourages visi-
tors to sample local food and wine along the 
coast of New Brunswick. 

Johnston, the former owner of Fid Resto and 
a big supporter of the local food movement, is 
a qualified host. He’s spent years perfecting his 
craft as a chef and it certainly shows. After leav-
ing Fid Resto to pursue other ventures, he has 
continued to cater at the request of many loyal 
customers. Johnston and his wife Monica also 
offer guided culinary tours of France, Italy and 
the Yorkshire countryside, where they take guests 
to different markets to explore the local culture 
and prepare elaborate dishes at a nearby villa. 

For today’s meal, Johnston wanted to 
choose something flavourful, but also relatively 
easy to prepare. Kao Soi used to be one of the 
most popular lunchtime specials at Fid Resto. 
Seeing as the whole thing can be made in a 
single pot, it seemed like a perfect fit. Once 
the oil heating on the woodstove begins to 
hiss, Johnston reaches for a container of diced 
chicken from the cooler and pours it 
into the mix.

BANOFFEE PIE: AN ENGLISH BANANA-BASED DESSERT.
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It took me a year, a 
really good year, but 
I did lose 130lbs and 
there’s no way that 
I could see myself 
going back.

902 490 2400 | canadagamescentre.ca |

You make it happen.

Watch Karolina’s full story 
and other inspiring videos at 
canadagamescentre.ca

ATLANTIC CANADA

backwoods gourmet

This is our first piece of advice: Prepare 
in advance. In addition to cubing the chicken, 
he’s also cooked the noodles at home and 
fried a handful of them for a crunchy garnish. 
Johnston keeps these ingredients in a re-seal-
able bag until they're ready for use. As for the 
two most important tools for cooking in the 
woods? Johnston says it’s salt and a good knife.

He adds an assortment of spices and 
frequently checks the amount of oil in the 
dish by moving the ingredients around with 
a wooden spoon. “One of the mistakes people 
often make with Thai curries is not adding 
enough oil,” Johnston says. “You have to make 
sure it doesn’t get too dry.” He pours some 
more into the pot and adds the coconut milk. 
Johnston prefers to use a brand called Mae 
Ploy, which is available at most grocery stores.

While the curry simmers, Johnston slides 
two thin pieces of bark under the pot to 
elevate it off the woodstove. “It’s hard to 
control the heat when working over a fire,” 
he explains, before sitting down to dice long 
strands of green onion. Johnston also begins 
to assemble a dessert called Banoffee Pie. He’s 
made the graham cracker crust in advance 
and it doesn’t take long to add a layer of 
caramel and sliced banana, before topping the 
dish with a mixture of espresso and whipped 
cream. His earlier class prepared an equally 
appetizing meal: Breakfast burritos with Pico 
de Gallo and chocolate-covered churros.

We talk as he works and it’s surprising 

how easy the whole thing appears to come 
together. In just over an hour, the curry has 
finished cooking and Johnston ladles the 
aromatic mixture into our bowls. He adds the 
noodles, along with green onion and a splash 
of fresh lime juice.

The final result is delicious and easily the 
best meal I’ve ever had while camping. As for 
Johnston? He’s already anticipating a return 
to Fundy for Rustic Gourmet next year. 
“Cooking is a form of play,” he says. “And like 
all play, it should be fun. Campfire food is no 
different.” Z

M O R E  I N FO

For more on Dennis Johnston and his culinary 
classes, follow him on Twitter at @fidkitchen

or at his website fidkitchen.com.

KAO SOI: THAI CURRY.

CHEF DENNIS JOHNSTON.
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CENTRAL CANADA

After a 10-year fitness regime of 
weights, whey and meat, Dawn Vickery’s diet 
contained about as much excitement. “I had 
great muscles but I really felt terrible,” she 
says. After attending the first raw food con-
ference in Sedona, Arizona, she fell in love 
with raw food and the lights came on for 
her. “I realized everything I was eating was 
dead, that it had no life-force.”

What began as a personal quest for 
premium quality raw and “high vibrational” 
foods became RAW Elements, a Canadian 
distributor of superfoods and supplements. 
Vickery is passionate about bringing only 
“pure, pure, pure” products to her custom-
ers—meaning whole foods with no fillers and 
no isolates, “products that still contain life 
force,” she says.

Vickery’s vetting process is stringent. She 
will only sell products she absolutely believes 
in and eats herself. RAW Elements ensures 
every supplier they work with provides cer-
tificates of origin and reports on pesticides, 
heavy metals, etc. But more than this, RAW

Elements gets to know suppliers on a one-
to-one basis. Vickery calls their suppliers her 

“business family.” In short, they do all the leg-
work for the consumer.

Education is another huge part of 
Vickery’s vision. In the old days, she used to 
lug bags of Himalayan salt door-to-door and 
to events similar to the Tupperware parties 
of the 1950s. Now, brand ambassadors across 
Canada are sharing the raw food gospel at 
expos, trade shows, smoothie parties and even 
on television.

As an employer based in Acton, Ontario, 
RAW Elements strives to support commu-
nity. Employees of RAW Elements are gifted 
the option of a bio-dynamic Community 
Supported Agriculture (CSA) food box 
subscription every year, and their new 
warehouse home boasts extra land where 
more food will be grown for employees. 
“I just really like helping people and find-
ing products from Mother Nature that will 
help people feel better, feel healthier, feel 
cleaner,” says Vickery.

RAW Elements is a Canadian company 
brimming with passion for health and helping 
others. Check out a small but mighty array of 
quality products at rawelements.ca. Z

whole foods with heart
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WESTERN CANADA

skincare for the long run

SkinScience is Marie Bertrand’s flagship 
skincare clinic in Calgary, Alberta. She blends 
computer scans, genetic testing, hands-on 
expertise, procedures and potent topical prod-
ucts to address issues in the skin. Bertrand 
falls somewhere in between an aesthetician 
and a dermatologist, having deeper insight 
into the physiology of skin and the luxury of 
time to chat with clients. Aging and acne are 
the two most common reasons clients visit 
Bertrand’s clinic.

While the complaints may be com-
mon, treatment is anything but. “My goal is 
basically to find the best skincare program, 
product and procedures specifically adapted 
to the client,” says Bertrand. No two cases 
are alike and so a tailored skincare program is 
the cornerstone of her philosophy. That’s why 
she asks clients to bring in current skincare 
products and makeup as part of her initial 
one-hour consultation. For example, there 
are four causes of acne, Bertrand explains, 
and by the end of her consultation, she will 
know which ones affect you and how she will 
approach treatment.

In addition to the consultation process, 
Bertrand uses a special camera to look at and 
under the skin. She can see pore size, under-
lying sun damage, inflammation, veins, skin 
texture and wrinkles. This information can be 
used to create a preventive skincare plan such 

as planning for the sunspot that result from 
underlying sun damage.

One of the unique features of SkinScience 
is the genetic test kit. Bertrand will take a 
swab from your inner cheek and send it off 
to a lab for analysis. “[The lab] checks specific 
places on the DNA that we know are associ-
ated with aging,” she says. If it turns out you 
are at risk for a limited ability to fight free 

radicals in the environment, Bertrand says, “we 
need to be proactive and choose skincare that 
has antioxidants in it.” The information from 
the genetic test kit allows her to pinpoint 
specific needs and customize the best skin 
routine. “Customization is the future of skin-
care,” she says. 

Furthermore, SkinScience stocks a range 
of specialized brands of skin products that 
are more potent than what is available at the 
drugstore. While not requiring a prescription, 
the lines Bertrand carries are loaded with 
higher strengths of active ingredients such 
as powerful antioxidants, anti-inflammatory 
molecules, stem cell technology and peptides. 
Yes, skincare too has become technological.

Bertrand prides her practice’s “ethical 
skincare.” She tracks the client’s progress by 
taking pictures of the skin throughout the 
treatment plan. She also recommends only 
what is needed to achieve desired results and 
works within the individual’s budget, lifestyle 
and needs. 

Still, the services and products provided at 
SkinScience have limits. As Bertrand says, 
“Taking care of your skin is like a marathon. It’s 
the little things that you do on a daily basis 
that will make a difference in the long run.” Z

Marie Bertrand’s number 
one skin tip? Sunscreen. 
Wear it every day and 
look for a mineral-based 
product such as zinc oxide.

Bertrand falls somewhere 
in between an aesthetician 
and a dermatologist, hav-
ing deeper insight into the 
physiology of skin and the 
luxury of time to chat with 
clients.
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BE OPTIMISTIC

This book offers sound 
functional training programs 
for more than 11 sports 
& features 135 exercises, 
including body weight, bands 
and pulleys, dumbbells and 
kettlebells, medicine balls, 
and stability balls.

$29.95 CDN

Available December 2015
Preorder your copy today!

Shop HumanKinetics.com
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Relax, we take care of all the hard stuff. Cookin’Greens™ are a full 
range of farm-fresh dark-leafy greens. Pre-washed, pre-chopped, 
pre-blanched & flash frozen within hours of being harvested - locking 
in all the nutrients & taste provided by Mother Nature.
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To learn more visit 
CookinGreens.com
AVAILABLE IN GROCERY STORES/NATURAL FOODS: Loblaw, Longos, For tinos, Metro, RCSS, Zehrs, 
Ambrosia, Big Carrot, Commisso Brothers, Fiesta Farms, Garden Basket, Garden Foods, Lady York Foods, Coppa 
Market, Highland Farms, McEwan Fine Foods, Michael-Angelo’s, Nature’s Emporium,  Farm Boy – London,  
Goodness Me, Marilu’s, Organic Garage, Pusateri’s, Whole Foods, & many more fine retailers throughout Ontario. 
**Cookin’Greens are located in the freezer aisle, often within the ‘Natural Food’ section of your local grocery store.

Less time prepping 
more time playing.

#popeyemaritimes

5 MARITIME LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU:

Halifax | Bayers 
Dartmouth | Sackville

Moncton

REACH CANADA’S
MOST ACTIVE 
MARKET

Book your space today!
877-710-0516 | sales@optimyz.ca

OptiMYz Marketplace is a cost effective environment 
to position your brand for optimum ROI.

www.cookingreens.com
www.functionhealthclub.com
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mind coach

#TBT to the End of the World 
My old world was no longer working. I didn’t know it at the time, but I was evolving into a 

new person. Now I am healthier, happier and connected to my true purpose.

BY ANNE BÉRUBÉ

THE Mayan calendar stated that the 
world would end on December 23rd, 
2012. Much was made of this predic-

tion in Hollywood and in spiritual circles. 
Doomsday experts had a banner year, and 
many people waited with bated breath as the 
fateful day approached.

The ancient Greeks personified our 
fascination with death in the form of a semi-
divine being named Thanatos—but the fantasy 
of cathartic destruction is as old as humanity.

It was so subtle that I only noticed it in 
retrospect, but 2012 was definitely the end of 
the world as I knew it. Something in me shift-
ed, old habits died and new beliefs emerged. 
It’s as though I evolved into a new person. 

I had started the year at a career cross-
roads. For years I had been splitting my energy 
between Plan A and Plan B, but I was finding 
the pace increasingly difficult to sustain. 

In Plan B, I was newly minted lecturer, 
juggling obligations at several universities 
while my children were in school. I enjoyed 
the connection I made with the students, but 
I was growing less passionate about the con-
tent I was teaching and that was proving to 
be a problem. In the absence of meaning and 
inspiration, work was taking its toll on me. 
I found myself battling with flus and colds 
more than I ever had in the past. I couldn’t do 
this anymore. More accurately, I didn’t want 
to do this anymore and my body was telling 
me loud and clear.

In Plan A, I was a life coach and an entre-
preneur. For a few hours each week I would 
see clients and on evenings and weekends 
I worked on my business. My business was 
growing, so was my coaching practice, but 
it was never assured income. If I was ever 
tempted to switch to Plan A my fears around 
money would stop me. I needed the financial 
stability offered by my university work.

Still I wondered, if I were to put all my 
attention and time on my passion, and what I 
felt was my purpose, would the money grow 
and flow? If I stopped investing so much 
energy and attention into Plan B, my fall back 
plan, would Plan A have a chance to grow? 

I took the leap and embraced Plan A. 
The extra time in my schedule gave my body 
a chance to rest and there was a parallel 
evolution in my physical health. My vital 
energy began to restore. I began to start 
everyday with a green smoothie, which was 
full of organic leafy greens, and started a 
new yoga practice.

A simple anti-inflammatory cleanse led to 
a radical life style shift: In the autumn I gave 
up alcohol and in early winter I cut wheat out 
of my diet. I no longer wondered, “Is it too 
early in the day to switch from coffee to wine?”

I was delighted by the extra vitality I was 
experiencing. The colds and flus stopped. My 
mind became clear and sharp and I felt more 
stable emotionally. Cravings for food ceased as 
did the last remnants of the feeling, “I am not 
enough.” If the body is an instrument of the 
soul, then I was feeling the effects of optimiz-
ing my instrument in the form of increased 
clarity and connection to my higher purpose, 
my “raison d'être.” 

By the time the world was scheduled to 
end I had let go of all of my teaching con-
tracts and my business and coaching practice 
were thriving. As Anderson Cooper says, “No 
Plan B is the only plan!” Z

Anne Bérubé is a writer, speaker, producer and 

life coach. Visit anneberube.com/optimyz to 

download free meditations, podcasts and videos.

If I stopped investing so much energy and attention 
into Plan B, my fall back plan, would Plan A have a 
chance to grow?
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Living a kick-ass life
Be true to yourself and your purpose.  

Everything follows from that.

BY TERESA DE GROSBOIS

I’M sitting on my living room floor, eyes closed, trying to clear my 
thoughts. I am just coming out of a really bad year. My father has died, 
my health is failing, my business has failed and to cap it all off, my mar-

riage has ended.

I’m angry at the world. My life sucks. A 
litany of complaints plays in my head. “Why 
doesn’t somebody fix the broken sidewalk in 
front of my townhouse, my life, the world?”

I breathe deeply and my mind finally 
settles. A crystal-clear thought emerges: “I am 
somebody!”

I resist the thought. “These are not my 
problems,” my mind insists.

“I’m somebody,” my mind repeats.
“It’s not the world’s job to fix my life. My 

job is to improve the world.”
My heart stops. I weep. 
In that moment I know, without a 

doubt, that like so many others, I am the 
one the world is waiting for. I can live a life 
of complaint, or a life of action to create a 
better world.

Since this moment 14 years ago, my life 
has changed dramatically. I now travel the 
globe speaking and exploring. The main lessons 
I’ve learned?

1 Balance is key 
It sounds cliché, but one key to transform-

ing my life was finding balance among career, 
parenting, play, life and spirituality. Health is 
a manifestation of everything working in your 
life. If something is wrong with your physical 
health, your body is a signal for what’s incom-
plete or broken in those areas. 

There is growing research that we hold 
stress in our bodies. If you have disease, you 
need to look where your life lacks ease. Have 
you been driving yourself too hard or do you 
have incomplete trauma or relationship break-
downs from the past? For me, health came out 
of finding that balance. 

2 Live the life you want your  
kids to live 

Fourteen years ago, I was not the woman 
whose life I would want to have my daughters 
emulate. Together we created a family bucket 
list and made a pact to become champions of 
each other’s dreams. We have kayaked off the 
Baja Peninsula, counted the steps on the Eiffel 
Tower and climbed Mount Kilimanjaro in Africa 
together. Don’t wait. Soon enough your kids 
will be teenagers and your biggest challenge 
will be scheduling. 

3 You can’t fake authenticity  
(so don’t even try!)

Authenticity is something that is frequently 
talked about these days, though few people 
define it. Here’s my definition: Authenticity is 
your inner voice saying the same thing as your 
outer voice. If you’re not passionate about your 
life, you are showing up inauthentic everywhere. 
One of the reasons I wrote my book Mass 
Influence: The Habits of the Highly Influential,
was to help people get in touch with their 
passion for creating a better world for their 
children. The biggest barrier to your influence is 
your mindset—what your inner voice tells you in 
moments of discomfort or stress. 

This is at the root of “The Law of Attraction.” 
When your emotional state is positive and pas-
sionate, people are drawn to you and want to 
help you. When you are inwardly focused on your 
own pain, boredom or fear, people are not drawn 
to you and they experience you as fake. 

When you’re clear about why you do what 
you do (in my case, I want to influence change), 
the more you’re driven by your compelling rea-
son, and the easier you can influence others. To 
me, there is nothing more authentic than that. 
And it’s the key to living a kick ass life. Z





www.sunwarrior.com
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Karen Gauvreau
NORTH VANCOUVER, BC

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVE LAUS

HAIR/MAKEUP: LORI FABRIZIO

OCCUPATION: PERSONAL TRAINER

GROWING up, I had always been 
quite active playing sports and being 
outdoors. When I found out I was 

pregnant, I decided to take a break, relax 
and enjoy my pregnancy. This break led to an 
80 lb weight gain. After giving birth, I was 
diagnosed with post-partum depression. I was 
overweight, extremely uncomfortable, unmo-
tivated and lacking the energy to perform 
simple chores and activities. 

My turning point came when my son 
started walking and I struggled to keep up 
with him. I did not have the same energy and 
endurance I used to have. I knew I needed to 
make some changes in my life, not only physi-
cally, but also mentally.

I started going to the gym to do light 
cardio and bodyweight exercises a few days 
a week, and I cleaned up my food choices. 
I went from not exercising at all to making 
physical activity my comfort zone—a place to 
burn through my depression. Now I exercise 
five days a week and enjoy every second of it. 

Establishing a healthy daily routine was 
the key; this has never been a radical regime, 
that’s why it’s so doable for me. I exercise for 
about one hour, five days a week and simply 
make healthier food choices. 

It’s been four years since I started this 
journey and not only am I in the best shape of 
my life, I am now a personal trainer and life 
coach helping others overcome challenges in 
their own lives. Z

“ Establishing a healthy 
daily routine was the 
key; this has never 
been a radical regime, 
that’s why it’s so 
doable for me.”

Routine is the key

BEFORE

REAL LIFE TRANSFORMATIONS
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Emily Johns
CALGARY, AB

PHOTOGRAPHER: PAULA TIZZARD 
PHOTOGRAPHY

TRAINER/COACH: RITA CATOLINO

OCCUPATION: GEOLOGIST

“I wanted to build a strong body that 
would help me live my life in the present 
and prepare it for the future.”

Staying consistent
FOR as long as I can remember I’ve 

carried extra weight. I started yo-yo 
dieting when I was 12 years old and 

tried every quick fix I could get my hands on, 
including spending thousands at an expensive 
weight-loss clinic when I was 18. My weight 
fluctuated dramatically. I never felt good 
about myself. 

In my early twenties I finally woke up and 
started reading everything about health. It 
sparked something inside of me. I wanted to 
build a strong body that would help me live 
my life in the present and prepare it for the 
future. I read and read but was still struggling 
with executing my goals. 

I reached out to Rita in September 2014. 
I was struggling and I just couldn’t figure it 
all out. She pushed me hard, never gave up 
and changed my life. We worked as a team to 
pinpoint what in my lifestyle wasn’t working. I 
never realized how poor my relationship with 
food was, how little protein I ate and how 
lazy my “workouts” were! It was a difficult 
emotional and physical journey that I still am 
on today. Rita showed me what is possible for 
me—anything.

My work requires me to be sedentary dur-
ing the day, which makes consistency in my 
diet and exercise regime critical to my success. 
My biggest challenge is still consistency and 
pushing through the tough times without 
compromising my health. Z

BEFORE
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Elisha  
Lemoire
LONDON, ON

PHOTOGRAPHER: PAULA TIZZARD

HAIR/MAKEUP: FLORENCIA TAYLOR

TRAINER/COACH: RITA CATOLINO

OCCUPATION: ERGONOMIST

“ I needed a kick in the 
ass—literally—to focus 
on myself again and 
decided to make 2015 
my year and take the 
me-time I so deserved.”

Living for me—and my sister
REAL LIFE TRANSFORMATIONS

FITNESS and health have always been 
an integral part of my life. In October, 
2013 I developed some right knee 

discomfort and ended up in a clinic for evalu-
ation. An MRI later confirmed a completely 
ruptured ACL. With this diagnosis, my lifestyle 
changed drastically—I was no longer able 
to skate competitively, run, cross-country 
ski, cycle or participate in any impact exer-
cise classes. Within a short time I gained 10 
unwanted pounds. I met with my surgeon in 
February, 2014 and was scheduled for recon-
struction surgery in August.

The change in my fitness lifestyle was 
far from over and I had a pity party for quite 
some time! Surgery was a success and phys-
iotherapy began immediately. My body was 
trying to heal and I was trying to recover as 
well as possible. 

At eight weeks post-op, I decided some-
thing had to change. I had now gained an 
additional 5 lbs and struggled with low energy 
and feeling unhealthy. I began to hate my 
lower body, an area I had always loved. I reg-
istered for a fitness program. I was nervous 
and excited at the same time. I needed a kick 
in the ass to focus on myself again. I decided 
to make 2015 the year to take the me-time I 
so deserved!

Another inspiration for me has been my 
sister. She had changed her lifestyle to focus 
on her health, including running a half mara-
thon in 2009. Just a few months later she was 
diagnosed with a rare cancer. It left me 
speechless and heart-broken. My personal goal 
was to finish what she did not get the chance 
to finish—a personal health and well-being 
transformation. Z

BEFORE
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Lori  
Chamberlain
LONDON, ON

TRAINER/COACH: RITA CATOLINO

OCCUPATION: TEACHER

WITH a Physical Education degree 
and experience in fitness edu-
cation, I should have been able 

to stay healthy. However, over the years 
things changed, stresses occurred, and I 
stopped doing the things I should have 
been doing. Also, my unhealthy eating 
habits full of sweets and fatty foods were 
contributing to the decline of my health. 
I suffered from headaches, assorted ill-
nesses, and aches and pains. 

Subsequently, I became down and less 
motivated. I knew I had to do something 
to make a lifestyle change. My turning 
point was the unhappiness I felt when I 
no longer had enough strength to pull 
myself out of the water to slalom water-
ski, something I had done since I was 
very young. I found I was not up to date 
and needed someone with experience 
and knowledge to show me the way to a 
healthier me. 

I needed help, and I found it with Rita! 
With her program I have regained my lost 
strength, the aches and pains have disap-
peared, and I have lost that extra weight! 
Feeling healthier, I am now enjoying the posi-
tive changes that I achieved with her help! 
And at 55 years of age I feel great! Z

“ My turning point was 
the unhappiness I 
felt when I no longer 
had enough strength 
to pull myself out 
of the water to 
slalom water-ski, 
something I had 
done since I was 
very young.”

My turning point

BEFORE
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MY downward spiral started after a 
severe back injury. I was left unable 
to do high-intensity sports like 

figure skating and racing mountain bikes. I 
quickly gained a lot of weight and became the 
dreaded yo-yo dieter. I started looking for that 
quick fix or magic pill that unfortunately does 
not exist. While some of the methods I tried 
did offer a temporary fix, I always ended up 
gaining back the weight and a bit more. After 
having two babies, I was up another 100lbs 
and felt hopeless. My final wake-up call came 
when I was taken away by ambulance and 
found myself unable to look after my family.

I started with a personal trainer, learning 
how to eat clean and lift weights properly. I 
still remember struggling with 5 lb weights on 
some exercises. I was intimidated but deter-
mined to make a better life for myself and 
become a happy person again. For the past 
three years I have been consistent in the gym 
and, most importantly, the kitchen. Learning 
how to eat properly and understand my limi-
tations was key for me. 

I eat clean, train hard five days a week, 
and am happy to say that I am now 100 lbs 
lighter than when I started. Small changes 
over time transformed into big changes for 
me. I continue to push myself out of my com-
fort zone and find fun ways to keep active. 
My health journey is now just a part of me 
and my everyday life. I'm happy and healthy 
from the inside out.

I don't think my story is much different 
from many other women’s. It's intimidating to 
take the first step and make a change. My 
transformation has not been overnight. It has 
taken me three long years and I can proudly 
say that I'm still pushing. Z

“ I don’t think my story is much 
different from many other women’s. 
It’s intimidating to take the first step 
and make a change.”

REAL LIFE TRANSFORMATIONS

BEFORE




